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Abstract
Tourism industry, one of the most rapid growing economic activities around the
world, brings countries foreign exchange and creates million jobs. Due to the huge
profit involved, more and more countries recognize the importance of tourism
marketing and start to include it into their national development plan, so does Taiwan.
However, little attention has been paid in the academic field to Taiwan’s tourism
promotions on a global basis. Therefore, this research aims at analyzing how Taiwan
manages and integrates its tourism marketing communications in its three main target
regions—Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia, and Europe and America—from the
perspective of Globally Integrated Marketing Communication (GIMC), and uses the
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current campaign “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” as the subject.
Following the IMC Audit proposed by Duncan (2002), this case study conducts
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document analysis and in-depth interviews with Tourism Bureau to investigate how
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Taiwan integrates its global communication either vertically across marketing
disciplines or horizontally across countries. In addition, the level of standardization
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across marketing disciplines is compared, and suggestions for employing GIMC
model are also provided. The finding can be summarized into three points:
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1. Either within each region or across regions, the strategies Tourism Bureau
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employs are close to globally integrated strategy, but with different level of
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vertical and horizontal integrations.
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2. The proposition, which suggests that public relation, sales promotion, and direct
marketing are more difficult to standardize compared to advertising, is not
supported in the case of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009.”
3. The application of GIMC to tourism marketing in this case suggests that strategy
should be the guiding principle for integration; and the classification of GIMC
strategy should be adjusted and made based on a continuum approach.

Keywords: Globally Integrated Marketing Communication (GIMC), Taiwan
Tourism, Vertical Integration; Horizontal Integration
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1. Introduction
1.1 Research Background
Can a country be marketed? Can we manage and treat a country like a brand of
product? This question may be difficult to answer since “Sell a country?” may
become the first problematic issue encountered. However, more and more people
nowadays start to relate the concept of brand not only with products or companies but
also with countries. Indeed, countries, like consumer brands, also need to compete
with other country brands for reputation, tourists or investments. Thus, branding

治
政
becomes an effective way to differentiate themselves from
大 others. With this emerging
立
phenomenon of country branding around the world, it is generally agreed by
‧ 國
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academics as well as practitioners that countries can be branded and marketed as other
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consumer goods or services (e.g., Ham, 2001; Kotler, 2002), although there exist
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some fundamental differences in between.
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Based on the idea of country as a brand, Anholt (2003) developed a “Nation
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Brand Hexagon.” According to this model, “the nation brand is the sum of people’s
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perceptions of a country across six h
areas of national competence,
including tourism,
engchi U
export, governance, investment and immigration, culture and heritage, and people
(Anholt, 2005, p.297).” Among the six dimensions of the hexagon, tourism is often the
most visible promoted aspect of the nation brand and the images formed from tourism
promotion of country have a much stronger impact on people’s perceptions toward a
country as a whole (Anholt, 2003).
Indeed, tourism industry is one of the most rapid growing economic activities
around the world. It can benefit a country by increasing its foreign exchange and also

1

creating job opportunities. According to World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC)1,
the contribution of Travel and Tourism to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is expected
to reach 9.5% (US$10,478 billion) and create near 300 million jobs opportunities by
2019. In addition, World Tourism Organization (WTO)2 forecasts the international
tourist arrivals are expected to reach nearly 1.6 billion by 2020, indicating the great
potential tourism contributes to the development of national economy.
Since the huge profit involved in tourism industry, more and more countries
recognize the importance of tourism marketing and start to include it into their
national development plan. For example, in 1999 New Zealand promoted its tourism
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brand by implementing the campaign, “100% pure New
大Zealand,” which has been
立
considered as one of the most successful destination branding activities (Morgan et al.,
‧ 國
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2002). Back to Taiwan, in 2002 the Administrative Yuan proposed “Doubling
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Tourists Arrivals Plan,” which aimed at doubling the tourist arrivals to 2 million and
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raising the total numbers of visitor arrivals up to 5 million in 2008. However, the plan
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failed by only reaching 3.84 million in 2008, although it has grown by 3.4%
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compared to the previous year. The government attributes the failure mainly to the
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global financial crisis, which decreases
willingness and ability to travel
h epeople’s
ngchi U

around. In fact, according to WTTC, growth of tourism in a few years is expected to
slow down, but it also stresses that this expansion is still healthy given the economic
difficulty and in the future the contribution of tourism will still increase. Concerning
the current global economy, Taiwan government revises the goal down to 4.25 million
tourist arrivals in 2009, and thus launches the latest plan, “Tour Taiwan Years
2008-2009.”
With global economic recession, competition between each country for attracting
1

World Travel and Tourism Council http://www.wttc.org/

2

World Tourism Organization http://www.unwto.org/index.php
2

tourists becomes even violent. How to develop an effective and powerful strategy to
market countries becomes a critical issue for many nation leaders. Moreover,
marketing countries needs to consider the complexity of international settings and
global communications. Therefore, the application of Globally Integrated marketing
communications (GIMC) may be seen as an effective way to address this issue. GIMC,
the modification and extension of Integrated Marketing Communications (IMC),
coordinates not only the vertical dimensions of promotion disciplines (i.e. advertising,
brand management, public relation, etc.) as in IMC, but also the horizontal
dimensions in terms of organizations and countries (Grein and Gould, 1996). In this
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way, GIMC may have the potential for strategically managing
大 global promotions of
立
countries.
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1.2 Research Purpose
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Given the increasing importance of tourism industry to national economy, this
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research aims at analyzing to what degree the global communications of Taiwan’s
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tourism brand is integrated during the current campaign “Tour Taiwan Years
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2008-2009” from the perspective ofhGIMC. By doingU
e n g c h i so, two purposes are served. On
one hand, the deficiencies of the marketing strategy can be detected and improved in
the future. Although Taiwan government has tried to promote Taiwan as an island of
tourism since 2000 by proposing “Taiwan’s New Tourism Development Strategies for
the 21st Century,” little attention has been paid to the global communications of
Taiwan tourism in the academic field. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the current
structure of Taiwan’s tourism industry as well as its marketing strategies and
executions. In this regard, these analyses can serve as the basis and suggestions for
Taiwan’s tourism policy in the future.
On the other hand, the current research also tries to bridge the gap in academic
3

filed by exploring the application of GIMC to tourism destination marketing. Since
GIMC is a much newer concept, it receives insufficient discussions either in theory or
in practice. Besides, until now there is no research examining country tourism
promotions from the perspective of GIMC. Therefore, by conducting a case study on
Taiwan’s global promotions of tourism industry, this research also hopes to contribute
to the literatures of GIMC.
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2. Literature Review
The literature review in this study is divided into three sections. The first section
mainly focuses on the characteristics of tourism industry and how they pose a
challenge for tourism destination marketing, in which the branding of tourism
destination is also included. In the second section, the past literatures on tourism
marketing are examined, especially the global promotions of a tourism destination
brand. Thirdly, the framework of GIMC as well as its applicability on destination
marketing is proposed.
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2.1 Tourism industry
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2.1.1 Definition of Tourism

One of the most enduring definitions of tourism was proposed by Burkart and
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Medlik, who viewed tourism as “the temporary short term movement of people to
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definition by WTO suggests that tourists are people who “travel to and stay in places

engchi

outside their usual environment for more than twenty-four hours and not more than
one consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes not related to the
exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited.” From the above
definitions, it is inferred that tourism involves people, time, and space movement
from one destination to another. For international tourism, the focus of this study, the
destination to go should be a place outside people’s countries.
Tourism industry is a multidimensional and comprehensive industry, in which
several sectors and organizations are involved. In general, it comprises three main
sectors: 1) tourism products suppliers, including accommodations, restaurants,
5

transportation, and tourist attractions; 2) travel agents and tour operators; and 3)
destination marketing organization like National Tourism Office in each country
(Tsao, 2001). Since the purpose of this study is to figure out how Taiwan promotes its
tourism brand and how these promotions are coordinated across countries, the main
focus would be on the third sector, that is, the destination marketing organization of
Taiwan—Taiwan Tourism Bureau.

2.1.2 Characteristics of tourism industry
When people choose a destination, actually they are purchasing a “product.”

治
政
However, this product cannot be seen, touched, or felt 大
as making the purchase
立
decision. This intangibility of tourism product at the time of purchase evaluation and
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consumption makes it an experience product (Cai, Feng, and Breiter, 2004). Similarly,
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Tsao (2001) suggested that what tourism provides is more like a service than a
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exist at the same time), heterogeneity (variability of service quality), and
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Other than the characteristics of service industry aforementioned, tourism
industry also possesses its own uniqueness. Many researchers have pointed out the
complexity of destination products and stakeholders involved as the distinction of
tourism industry (e.g., Buhalis, 2000; Morgan et al., 2002). Just like what is
mentioned before, tourism industry is a multidimensional and comprehensive industry.
It is a composite product consisting of different components, including
accommodation, tourist attractions, arts, entertainment and cultural venues, and the
natural environment (Morgan et al., 2002). Furthermore, Buhalis (2000) categorized
all the components involved in tourist destination as six As—attractions,
6

accessibilities, amenities, available packages, activities, and ancillary services3.
Therefore, a destination can be regarded as a combination of all products, services and
ultimately experiences provided locally.
Due to the complexity of destination product, destination marketers have little
control over destination marketing because too many stakeholders are involved,
including governments, tourism agencies, environmental groups, trade association,
and local residents as well as tourists (Morgan et al., 2002). Similarly, Buahlis (2000)
proposed a dynamic wheel of tourism stakeholders as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 The Dynamic Wheel of Tourism Stakeholders
Source: Buhalis (2000)
With both characteristics in service industry as well as the uniqueness in tourism

3

Attractions (natural, man-made, artificial, purpose built, heritage, special events)

Accessibility (transportation system comprising of routes, terminals and vehicles)
Amenities (accommodation and catering facilities, retailing, other tourist services)
Available packages (pre-arranged packages by intermediaries and principals)
Activities (all activities available at the destination and what consumers will do during their visit)
Ancillary services (services used by tourists such as banks, telecommunications, post, newsagents,
hospitals, etc.)
7

industry itself, tourism destination marketing faces several challenges. First of all, the
intangibility of tourism products manifests the importance of destination image,
especially for the first-time-visitors, who rely totally on second sources to make
destination choices. Indeed, it is widely acknowledged by academics and practitioners
that destination image does influence people’s perceptions and behaviors related to
destination choices (e.g., Kolter et al., 1993). Therefore, Strategic image management
(SIM) has been used by many countries to maximize the effectiveness of marketing
efforts and also to make sure the images selected and presented are in the strongest
possible way (Day et al., 2001). In addition, Gunn (1972) classified images into two
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types—organic and induced images. Organic images are
大formed from sources like
立
television, books, school lessons or fiends’ experiences, which are not related to the
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official tourism information while induced images are derived from the exposure to
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the destination marketers’ promotion efforts such as travel brochures or
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Tourism Bureau.
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advertisements. In this study, the focus is on induced images created by Taiwan
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Another challenge destination marketers have to deal with is the politics- and
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image-related problems result fromhthe complexity ofU
e n g c h i tourism products as well as the
number of stakeholders (Buahlis, 2000; Morgan et al., 2002). It is suggested that
destination marketing must satisfy the needs of all stakeholders in terms of supply and
demand side. On the supply side, Gunn (2002) indicated that collaboration is essential
for successful tourism planning and development, especially the collaboration
between public and private organizations. On the demand side, destination marketers
have to take into account the heterogeneity of different target groups and design
messages based on the core value of the destination but also related to each segments.
Both the cooperation of public and private sectors and the creation of a uniform,
consistent message pose challenges for destination marketers.
8

Faced with the characteristics of tourism industry derived from service sector and
from tourism itself, IMC seems to be an effective way to solve these problems.
According to McArthur and Griffin (1997), different product types demand different
communication tools and techniques, and thus the emphasis given by different sectors
on the utilization of IMC also vary accordingly. Among all the sectors, IMC seems to
be more important within the service context, in which the need to create a consistent
and uniform image due to the intangibility of service sector can be accomplished by
IMC (e.g., Duncan, 2005; Grove, Carlson, and Dorsch, 2007). On one hand, IMC
provides a mechanism that can heighten the tangibility of the service products by
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coordinating various promotion disciplines (e.g. advertising,
大 direct marketing, sales
立
promotions, etc.) to maintain a clear and consistent message (Nowak and Phelps,
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1994). On the other hand, the databases IMC stresses can also help target the
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Schultz, Tannenbaum, and Lauterborn, 1993).
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consumers more effectively and foster customer intimacy (Nowak and Phelps, 1994;
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Therefore, it could be inferred that IMC also serve as an effective means to
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manage and market tourism destination, in which the need to create consistent image
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as in service sector and to deal withhcomplex stakeholder
e n g c h i U relationships specifically in
tourism marketing may be better addressed by IMC.

2.1.2 Tourism Destination Branding
Due to the complexity of tourism marketing and also the increasing competition
caused by globalization, every country has to figure a way to differentiate itself from
other global competitors. Other than using IMC in destination marketing as mentioned
above, the creation of a destination brand is another way to address these problems. In
fact, several researchers agreed that branding is a good start for destination marketing
and also a good way to maintain destination image (e.g., Kotler et al., 1999; Morgan
9

et al., 2002).” Morgan et al (2002) even suggested that “branding is perhaps the most
powerful marketing weapon available to contemporary destination marketers
confronted by increasing product parity, substitutability and competition (p.336).”
Indeed, nowadays the concept of branding is widely accepted for marketing a country
other than marketing a consumer product (e.g., Ham, 2001; Kotler and Gertner, 2002).
According to The American Marketing Association, a brand refers to “a name,
term, sign, symbol, or design, or a combination of them intended to identify the goods
and services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of
competition.” Brand differentiates a product from the others by providing not just the
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function of the product but also the social and emotional
大values with it, and the values
立
added could be seen as brand equity. This concept can also be applied to the context
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for marketing a tourism destination. Morgan et al. (2002) emphasized that the key to
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successful destination is the development of brand saliency, which creates an
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emotional link with the potential visitors through campaigns like “I love New York”
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(Baker and Cameron, 2008). Shimp et al. (1993) also applied the concept of “brand
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equity” to “country equity,” referring to the emotional values resulting from
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a
country.
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In the past some researchers have done their studies on country brands, among
which Anholt (2003) has summarized the related ideas and developed a “Nation
Brand Hexagon” as illustrated in Figure 2.2. According to this model, “the nation
brand is the sum of people’s perceptions of a country across six areas of national
competence, including tourism, export, governance, investment and immigration,
culture and heritage, and people (Anholt, 2005, p.297).” Among the six dimensions of
the hexagon, tourism is often the most visible promoted aspect of the nation brand.
Therefore, compared to other dimensions, the images formed from the tourism
promotion of country have a much stronger impact on people’s perceptions toward a
10

country as a whole (Anholt, 2003). Indeed, Morgan and Pritchard (2005) also pointed
out that tourism “supports and leads the development of a place brand by creating
celebrity and emotional appeal” which can also contribute significantly to other
aspects of the country brand like residents, investors, and the whole country
development. However, it should be recognized that tourism brand, although leading
the development of the country brand, still should be viewed as part of the country
brand.

Tourism
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Governance
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Nation Brand

Culture and

Investment and
Immigration

Figure 2.2 Nation Brand
Source: Anholt (2003)
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Similar to the contribution of IMC, destination branding also echoes and helps
address the challenges posed by the characteristics of tourism marketing. In fact, the
core of IMC is also for brand building. According to Duncan (2002), “IMC is a
process for managing customer relationships that drive brand value.” The objective of
IMC is to create and sustain long-term brand relationships by conveying consistent
brand messages to the target audiences. Again, this shows IMC may contribute to the
context of building tourism destination brand.

11

2.2 Tourism Destination Marketing
The past studies on tourism destination marketing mainly focused on three
dimensions—destination image, consumer behaviors of tourists, and tourism
marketing strategy.
Due to the importance of destination image on tourists’ perceptions and
behaviors, it has been a widely research subject in the past literatures. Some
researchers defined destination images and developed different typologies (Gunn,
1972; Echtner and Ritchie, 1991), others have studied how destination images
influence consumer behaviors (e.g., Echtner and Ritchie, 1991; Hanlan and Kelly,

治
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2005); and still some on the image selection and management
大 for destination (Day et
立
al., 2001).
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Consumer behavior studies in tourism mainly focus on how people search for the
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destination information and how their destination choices are influenced. Several
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researches have examined tourism consumer behavior in detail (e.g., Buhalis, 2000;
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Cai, Feng, Breiter, 2004; DiPietro et al., 2007). Specifically in Taiwan, Chen, Jung,
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and Chen (2004) have studied the purchasing behaviors and revisit intention of
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tourists from China. Chan (2006) has
the travel experiences of Japanese
h eanalyzed
ngchi U
tourists in Taiwan.
Since tourism marketing is a more challenging form of marketing, many
researchers have dedicated to the studies on tourism marketing strategy. Several
destination brands have been studied by way of case study, including New Zealand
(Morgan et al., 2002, 2005), Wales (Morgan and Pritchard, 2005), United Kingdom
(Wang, 2005), and Scotland (Page, Steele, and Connell, 2006). In Taiwan, most of the
researches on tourism marketing strategy focus on festivals (e.g. Yang, 2005) and
place marketing like Kaushiung city (Chen, 2005) or Kenting town (Wu, Chu, and
Tsai, 2004) instead of viewing Taiwan as a whole tourism brand. Yu (2007), however,
12

has done a case study on Taiwan destination brand from the IMC’s perspective, but
with more focus on organization than on messages across countries.
The review of literatures on tourism marketing reveals that only a few has
focused on country as a tourism destination brand and even fewer discussed the
coordination of tourism promotions across different countries. Besides, the analysis of
the promotion materials from the destination marketer’s point of view is scarce
compared to that from the tourist’s side. Therefore, more research on how destination
marketers promote their tourism brands on a global scale is needed.
Just like what is mentioned above, some researchers have analyzed the global
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promotions of destination brands like New Zealand, Wales,
大 Scotland, and the United
立
Kingdom and these case studies could serve as the foundation for the current research
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For example, Morgan et al. (2002) studied the first ever global branding initiative of
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New Zealand—100 % Pure New Zealand, which was launched from July 1999 to
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February 2000. They found out the theme of “100% and purity” is echoed in all the
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visuals and the copy of the promotional materials from global advertising, public
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relation events, direct marketing, and even websites. They further pointed out that the
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conveyed a sense of experiencing
award-winning website (www.purenz.com),
h e n gwhich
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the country rather than merely a site encounter, played an important role in the
campaign by complementing other advertising, public relations activities and other
media.
A more recent example of tourism marketing is on how adventure tourism has
been promoted in Scotland and the way it has been represented in photographic

images (Page et al., 2006). In this study, the brochures for Scotland produced in 2004
as well as the materials screen-grabbed from the tourism websites are examined.
Using the methodology devised by Schellhorn and Perkins (2004) and Dyer (1982),
this study content analyzed image’s component parts, which can be further divided
13

into four elements: products, props, settings, and actors. The result revealed that the
imagery was not coherent throughout all areas of Scotland and clearly lack of
consistency in the design of each area’s brochure, layout, messages, and images,
which resulted from an unclear strategy.
From the above two examples, the role of strategy seems to outstand that of
execution. It shows that New Zealand successfully coordinated its global promotions
across different countries and thus conveyed a consistent themes (100% and pure)
through advertising, public relations, or website, although the detailed executions
differed. On the other hand, from the case of Scotland, the inconsistency in imagery
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lack of cooperation between
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public sectors and private sectors also reinforces the need for a clear adventure
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tourism strategy. Therefore, it can be inferred that the key success factor of a global
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tourism promotion lies in its coordination of strategy more than of execution. As long
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as the execution revolves around the core idea of the campaign, synergies can be
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achieved and strong, consistent massages can be created. Indeed, this concept seems
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Danish Tourist Board when examining
branding strategy in 2000. He
h eitsnnational
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argued that certain meaning and images can be shared across cultures while some
only understood by a certain group of people. Therefore, a glocal approach can help
destination marketers gain the advantage of economies of scale by standardizing some
universal images as a global platform which conveys a consistent, recognizable
identity for the destination, but meanwhile allow room for local adaptation for
different markets. Again, what matters for an effective global promotion of a
destination is strategy rather than execution.
In sum, the review of these former studies reveals that only a few treat countries
as destination brands on a global scale, among which some focus only on one of the
14

marketing communication tools (most of them on global advertising) or on the
demand side rather than from the destination marketers’ point of view. Besides, none
of them uses IMC as the theoretical foundation to examine tourism destination
marketing. Given the above reasons, it is adequate to combine IMC with tourism
destination marketing to fill the academic gap in both fields. Furthermore, to better
examine the global communications of Taiwan tourism brand, the current research
decide to use GIMC proposed by Grein and Gould (1996) as the theoretical
framework. In the following section, GIMC will be further illustrated.

2.3 GIMC
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2.3.1 Definition
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The concept of Globally Integrated Marketing Communication (GIMC),
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proposed by Grein and Gould in 1996, is the modified extension of Integrated
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Marketing Communication (IMC). It combines IMC with the theories of international
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marketing to explain global communications of multinational corporation companies.
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GIMC contains not only the coordination of promotion disciplines as in IMC but also

C hacross countries. U n i
further emphasizes the coordination
engchi
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Before going further to GIMC, we need to look back at IMC from which it is
developed first. According to American Association of Advertising Agencies’
Integrated Communications Committee, IMC is “A concept of marketing
communications planning that recognizes the added value in a program that
integrates a variety of strategic disciplines” (see Gould, Lerman, & Grein, 1999, p.8).
The purpose of IMC is to coordinate all of the communication disciplines (i.e.
advertising, sales promotions, public relations, etc.) so that synergies can be achieved
and to ensure that consistent messages reach the target audience (Novak and Phelps,
1994). Synergy refers to “an interaction of individual parts that results in the whole
15

being greater than the sum of those parts (Duncan, 2002).” However, Duncan further
pointed out that in order to achieve synergy, a company must integrate more than
marketing communications, such as relationships with employees and customers.
Therefore, he defined IMC as “a cross-functional process for creating and nourishing
profitable relationships with customers and other stakeholders by strategically
controlling and influencing all messages sent to these groups and encouraging
data-driven, purposeful dialogue with them (p.8).” Since a company faces various
customer segments and stakeholders, a consistent “one voice, one look” message may
not be able to be used and well-connected to multiple audiences. Thus, some scholars
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propose “strategic consistency,” which means that different
大 messages can be made for
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various target audiences but the big brand image remains constant. In this way,
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synergies can still be created even though multiple audiences are targeted and
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different executions are used (Duncan, 2002; Novak and Phelps, 1994). Actually, this
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is similar to what Therkelsen (2003) called “glocal approach” mentioned above.
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The concept and practice of IMC has been widely discussed in the past
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literatures, and generally three levels of integration are proposed (Novak and Phelps,
1994):
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1) One Voice Marketing Communication
This view emphasizes the creation of one single theme and image. In other words,
all advertising, sales promotions, public relations, direct marketing convey the same
brand image and identity.
2) Integrated Communication
This view suggests that marketing communications should simultaneously
establish an image which directly influences consumer behavior. Under this
perspective, all marketing communications are not exclusive but integrated to achieve
both communication and behavioral objectives.
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3) Coordinated Marketing Communication Campaigns
This view stresses the need to coordinate activities of different marketing
communications. Unlike “one voice” strategy, the coordinated communications are
not necessarily based on single theme or unifying brand positioning when delivering
to multiple audiences. In addition, this perspective corresponds to the American
Association of Advertising Agencies’ definition as well as Duncan’s.
In defining GIMC, Grein and Gould (1996) suggested that the first and third
definitions listed above seem more applicable because both two can be applied to the
international setting, that is, standardization and adaptation, the major aspects of
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international marketing strategy. Both one voice and coordinated
大 communications can
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be applied to the standardized strategy, which tries to create a uniform image in all
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markets. However, the coordinated communication in particular applies to the
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adaptive strategy since synergies can still be attained in messages to multiple
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audiences while one-voice communication may not work in all markets. This suggests
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that coordinated communication applies to not only one-voice, standardized strategy
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but also adaptive strategy. Therefore, Grein and Gould (1996) proposed that the third
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definition should dominate the first,hindicating that either
e n g c h i U standardization or

adaptation can be viewed as integrated strategy as long as through which synergies
can be created. Wind (1986) had the similar idea, pointing out that synergies are not
just limited to standardized strategy but may also be achieved through
“non-standardized but integrated strategies.” Thus, GIMC strategy follows what Wind
(1986) described as “Think globally, act locally.”
The core idea of GIMC is that it contains both vertical and horizontal dimensions
(Tortorici, 1991). Vertical integration involves coordination of different marketing
disciplines (i.e. advertising, public relations, sales promotions, etc.), which are the
basis of IMC. The major difference between IMC and GIMC lies in their focus on
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horizontal dimension. In GIMC, horizontal integration concerns coordination of
communications not only across divisions of organizations as in IMC but also across
countries (Grein and Gould, 1996). Simply put, the linkages across countries are
further examined and emphasized by GIMC. Based on this view, Grein and Gould
(1996) defined GIMC as:
“……a system of active promotional management which strategically
coordinates global communications in all of its component parts both horizontally in
terms of countries and organizations and vertically in terms of promotion disciplines.
It contingently takes into account the full range of standardized versus adaptive
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market options, synergies, variations among target populations
大 and other
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market-place and business conditions (p.143).”
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In addition, Grein and Gould (1996) also suggested that GIMC takes a
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contingency approach to global promotion, and thus the degree of standardization for
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promotion depends on many factors within and outside the companies such as the
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firm’s international experiences, the nature of the products, or the competitors’
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strategies (Cavusgil et al., 1993). Based on Jain’s (1989) research, Grein and Gould
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(1996) categorized these factors into
1) horizontal factors which include
hthree
e n types:
gchi U
target audience, market position, nature of the product, and the environment; 2)
organization factors like agency-client relationship, agency structure, and individual
managerial differences; and 3) vertical factors including marketing mix and overall
promotion like advertising, sales promotion, and public relations.
Influenced by factors outside and within companies, the level of coordination
and integration varies both horizontally and vertically. In general, international
communications strategies fall into four categories as shown in Figure 2.3. Companies
with high level of coordination across promotion disciplines and countries are
following a globally integrated strategy. The second possibility is a multidomestic
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integrated strategy, which involves integrated promotion disciplines within a country
but not coordinates strategies across countries. The third possibility is a global but
non-integrated strategy, which suggests that a firm coordinates its global strategy
without integrating the marketing communications within a country. An example
would be a firm decide to standardize its advertising worldwide but fails to coordinate
the advertising with public relations, sales of promotions, etc. The fourth one is
multidomestic non-integrated strategy. A Company using this strategy neither uses
integrated marketing communications nor coordinates activities across countries.
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Figure 2.3 A Typology of Globally Integrated Marketing Communications Strategies
Source: Grein and Gould (1996)
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Although Grein and Gould (1996) has pointed out that either standardization or
adaptation could be considered as a globally integrated strategy, and the degree of
standardization depends on several internal and external factors, they didn’t specify
the criterion for distinguishing standardized strategy from the adaptive one. This
causes confusion when people come to decide whether a strategy is of high
coordination or low coordination since the concept of standardization and adaptation
is not clear. What determines the degree to which a strategy can be viewed as
coordinated should be specified so that the model of GIMC can be put into practice.
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Therefore, to fill out this gap, in the following section the research includes the
discussion related to standardization versus adaptation in the past literatures.

2.3.2 Standardization vs. Adaptation
2.3.2.1 Advertising
The debate between standardization and adaptation in international marketing
has been going on for more than four decades without a consensus. The issue of
standardization was first raised by Elinder in 1961 with reference to adverting (Jain,
1989) and until now advertising continues to be the focus in this field. There are three
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basic approaches to global adverting—standardization, adaptation, and a combination
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of both (compromise school and contingency perspective) (Kanso, 1992; Onkvisit and
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Shaw, 1990). They are as follows:
1) Standardization
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According to Levitt (1983), standardization is defined as “selling the same
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markets are converging and consumers around the world are becoming homogenized
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due to technology and increased communication (Levitt, 1983). They believe the

engchi

basic human physiological and psychological needs are still the same. Thus,
advertising campaigns can be successfully transferred to another country and that
standardized themes can create unified brand images worldwide.
The benefits of employing standardization in advertising are many. The two major
ones are cost savings and consistent brand image (Melewar and Vermmervik, 2004).
By standardizing advertising worldwide, costs are reduced for economics of scale. It
also helps convey consistent and uniform image worldwide so that brand recognition
is built. Other advantages include sharing of successful experiences and simplified
planning, coordination, and control for organizations (Buzzel, 1968; Kanya, 2000).
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Duncan and Ramparasad (1995) also found that single brand image is the main reason
for multinational companies to employ standardized advertising.
2) Adaptation
Proponents of adaptation posses the opposite view to standardization, arguing that
cultural differences do exist and contradicting Levitt’s (1983) propositions of
homogenization of markets and consumers. Other than cultural differences, there are
still many factors that prevent standardization from working successfully and
effectively, such as different economic development, political and legal system,
technological environment, and consumer values and lifestyles (e.g., Boddewyn et al.,
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1986; Cavusgi et al., 1993). Due to these differences, it大
is necessary develop adaptive
立
advertising.
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3) Compromise
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Unlike the extreme approaches of standardization and adaption possess,
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compromise school propose a contingency point that views standardization versus
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adaptation as a continuum. Proponents of this school recognize local differences but
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(Onkvisit and Shaw, 1990). Thus, global
can fall anywhere on a spectrum
h e nadvertising
gchi U
form totally standardized to totally localized (Moriarty and Duncan, 1991).The degree
to which the companies take standardized or adaptive approach depends on the
situation. Such strategy, somewhere between complete standardization and adaptation,
makes this school a contingency approach to global advertising.
However, the definition of a standardized advertisement remains unresolved.
Some take more strict approach, saying that an advertisement is global only if it is
unchanged in all countries except for translation (Onkvisit and Shaw, 1990). On the
other hand, some take more flexible position like Harries and Attour (2003), who
suggested that standardization can be adapted to market conditions. Melewar and
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Vemmervik (2004) reviewed the former literatures and concluded that the visual
element (picture) seems to be the most important elements from a standardization
perspective.
Melewar and Vemmervik (2004) also pointed out that a corporation can
standardize the market strategy (i.e. advertising objectives, target segment and
position, final market decision, etc.), but it doesn’t mean that tactics (i.e. advertising
themes, market layout, media selection, etc.) must be standardized. This is similar to
Duncan and Ramparasad’s (1995) definition of standardization, which is “keeping one
or more than the three basic components of multinational advertising
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campaign—strategy, execution, and language”—the same.
大 In their study, strategy is
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the creative selling proposition, and execution refers to actual elements and their
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structure in ads. Language is considered a separate element because there are
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situations when all executional elements of a multinational ad are standardized except
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the language. They found that creative strategy was often standardized in
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multinational advertising campaigns, while execution was only sometimes
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standardized, and language and nationality were rarely standardized.
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Based on Duncan and Ramaprasad’s
(1995), Wei and Jiang (2005)
h e nwork
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proposed a model of international advertising strategies focusing on two dimensions
of standardization: creative strategy and execution. Here creative strategy refers to “a
policy or guiding principle that specifies the general nature and character of message
to be designed.” On the other hand, execution is defined as “a selection of advertising
appeals, copy, and illustrations to execute the chosen creative strategy.” Different
combinations of strategies and execution suggest four categories: global strategy,
glocal strategy, local/ country specific strategy, and single case strategy as shown in
Figure 2.4.
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Creative Strategy
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Type II: Glocal Strategy
Highly Standardized Strategy
Adapted Execution
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Type III: Local/ Country
Specific Strategy
Adapted Strategy
Adapted Execution

Type I: Global Strategy
Highly Standardized Strategy
Highly Standardized
Execition

High

Type IV: Single Case
Strategy
Adapted Strategy
Highly Standardized
Execution

Low

Execution

政 治 大

Figure 2.4 A Model of Dynamics between Standardization in Creative Strategy and in
Execution
Source: Wei and Jiang (2005)
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1) Global strategy
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A global strategy refers to advertising which is highly standardized in both
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creative strategy and execution in all markets. Advertising messages including themes,
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positioning, illustrations, and copy remain unchanged, except for the translation
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needed. Simply put, this is “one voice,
look” for a global market. However, a
h eone
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research done by Hite and Fraser in 1988 indicated that only 10% of U.S. companies
adopted this strategy worldwide (Wei and Jiang, 2005).
2) Glocal strategy
A glocal strategy highly standardizes the creative strategy but leaves room for
adaptation in execution. The term “glocalization,” which combines globalization and
localization, identifies the spirit of “think globally, act locally.” According to Hite and
Fraser (1988), the majority (54%) of U.S. companies pursued a glocal strategy.
3) Local/ Country Specific Strategy
Local/ country specific strategy represents that both creative strategy and
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execution are adapted to the local market. This strategy, exactly the opposite of global
strategy, employs “one voice for each market” and takes cross-cultural differences
into considerations. In Hite and Feaser’s (1988) study, about 34% of U.S. companies
used local/ country strategy.
4) Single Case Strategy
Single case strategy localized the creative strategy but standardized the execution.
Wei and Jiang (2005) pointed out that his strategy is a special case and rarely used in
real practice. Thus, it was excluded from their study.
Wei and Jiang (2005) used this model of global advertising strategies to
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examine Nokia’s advertising campaigns in U.S. and China,
大 and found a glocal
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strategy was employed. They pointed out that culture is a key external factor that
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influences the degrees of standardization at the strategy and execution levels.
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Furthermore, the result also showed that culture seems to have a greater impact on
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execution than on creative strategies, which also echoes the former research proposing
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the best strategy is often to start with a
h ethat
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basic creative concept that has proved successful in a leading market, and then allow
local managers to adapt the theme to local markets and local media. He divided
international advertising into global advertising and multidomestic advertising.
According to Johansson, global advertising is more or less uniform across many
countries, often, but not necessarily, in media vehicles with global reach while
multidomestic advertising is international advertising deliberately adapted to
particular markets and audiences in message and/or creative execution. He
specifically categorized global advertising into three types: 1) Identical ads, in which
only language voiceover is changed and copy translation is added while the overall
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structure remains the same; 2) Prototype ads, in which the voiceover and the visual
may be changed to avoid language and cultural problems; the ads may also be reshot
with local spokespeople but still using the same visualization; 3) Pattern
standardization, in which the positioning theme is unified but the actual execution of
the ads differs between markets.
Among the three types, Johansson (2002) suggested that pattern standardization
has become the most common approach among practitioners since it employs a
unified positioning theme but still allows creativity flexibility at the local level.
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Figure 2.5 Combination of Wei and Jiang’s model and Johnssan’s typology of global
advertising

Compared Wei and Jiang’s model of international advertising strategy with
Johansson’s typology, we can see that the former focuses more on the structure of
standardized strategy while the latter goes deeper to executions of standardization.
Both two help us develop a clearer picture toward what and how global advertising
means and represents. As shown in Figure 2.5, identical ads fall into the quadrant of
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global strategy; prototype ads and pattern standardization into the quadrant of glocal
strategy, with prototype ads closer to the global strategy since they have the same
visualization. What is in common is that they all view standardization versus
adaptation as a continuum instead of an either/or question, and they determine the
degrees of standardization based on the same criterion—strategy and execution
(tactics). What’s more, the role of strategy seems more important than executions
when distinguishing whether the ads are standardized or not. As long as the strategy
remains the same, the ads can be viewed global, belonging to either global or glocal
strategy.
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communications like public relations, sales promotions and direct marketing. The
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The role of public relations is to use communication to build relations with
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strategic publics that shape and constrain the mission of the organizations (Grunig et
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al., 1995). The debate on whether public relations can be global and practiced in
different countries is similar to the debate between standardization and adaption in
advertising. Public relations scholars who possess ethnocentric perspectives have
argued that public relations practices should be no different from their own culture
(e.g., Illman, 1980). On the other hand, scholars who maintain polycentric
perspectives have argued that public relations practice should vary from country to
country (e.g., Botan 1992; Huang, 1997).
Therefore, some scholars proposed the middle-road approach suggesting that the
ideal model for international PR lies somewhere in between (Vercic, J. Grunig, and L.
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Grunig, 1996). They argued that effective public relations share 10 generic principles4
across cultures even though the specific variables (e.g., political system, economic
system, culture, extent of activism, level of development, and media system) should
be taken into consideration when being applied in different nations (Rhee, 2002). The
global public relations theory has been examined in the former researches and those
generic principles are found to be applicable in other countries (e.g., L. Grunig, J
Grunig, and Vercic, 1998; Kaur, 1997; and Huang, 1997). Similarly, Anderson (1989)
took a flexible approach, defining global public relations as “an overall perspective
on a program executed in two or more national markets and recognizes the
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similarities among audiences while necessarily adapting
大to regional differences
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(p.413).”
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Witnessing the wide discussion on advertising concerning globalization, Ovaitt
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(1988) suggested that PR people can learn from the experiences of global marketing
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and advertising, although PR is arguably more culturally bound than either two. One
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management process and planning h
systems around theUworld can be expected such as
engchi
international transfer of skills or sharing of inspirations. He pointed out that there
have been more and more PR managers recognize this concept and try to implement
certain basics for their practices worldwide.
Although few researches have discussed the standardization and adaption of the
4

1. PR is involved in strategic management.
2. PR is empowered by dominant coalition or by a direct reporting relationship to senior management.
3. PR function is an integrated one.
4. PR is a management function separate from other functions.
5. PR unit is headed by a manager rather than a technician.
6. The two-way symmetrical model of PR is used.
7. A symmetrical system of internal communication is used.
8. Knowledge potential for managerial role and symmetrical PR.
9. Diversity is embodied in all roles.
10. An organization context exists for excellence.
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public relations, it is inferred that some principles can be standardized while some
should be kept local. Ovaitt (1988) proposed that the public relations, like advertising,
can also view standardization versus adaptation as a continuum and thus a global PR
program needs not be highly controlled without any room for local creativity. He also
pointed out that the strategies of the public relations can be shared and implemented
in different ways in different cultures, which seems to correspond to the glocal
strategy discussed in the previous section—standardization of strategy and the
adaptation of execution. Therefore, the current research would suggest that public
relations, similar to advertising context, can also be examined from two main
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aspects—strategy and execution. As long as the main theme
大 of the PR program
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remains the same worldwide, it can be counted as a global PR activity despite how it
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is executed.

2.3.2.3 Sales Promotion
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purpose of sales promotion is to “motivate local consumers and members of the trade
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to act—to try the product, repurchase it, buy more, switch brands, and so forth

engchi

(Kashani and Quelch, 1990, p. 38).” Economic development, market maturity,
regulations and laws, and people’s perceptions toward promotional incentives vary
from country to country and these are all factors that keep sales promotion a relatively
local affair. However, with the increasing costs and complexity of sales promotions
worldwide, and the trend of establishing uniform brand images, managers in
multinational corporations companies start to consider the possibility of employing a
standardized strategy in all markets (Kashani and Quelch, 1990).
Despite the debate of keeping sales promotion either a local activity or a more
standardized strategy, Kashain and Quelch (1990) proposed a contingency approach,
28

suggesting that the degree of coordination across countries depends on whether the
brand is local, regional, or global. As shown in Figure 2.6, three possible scenarios in
international sales promotion are proposed.
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Figure 2.6 Influence and Roles in International Sales Promotion
Source: Kashain and Quelch (1990)
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1. Global brands
When the brand is positioned as a global brand, the influence of headquarter is the
largest and thus standardized strategy is often used. The headquarters here are
responsible for developing an overall promotional strategy to guide the general
activities of local management. These guidelines help protect the integrity of the
brand across different markets and convey a consistent message to consumers
worldwide. However, it is emphasized that the promotion designs and executions are
still better left for the local government even though headquarter decides the strategy.
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2. Regional brands
The overall objective of regional brands is to create brand harmonization instead
of standardization, and thus it is more like adaptive approach. The role of center is to
help cross-fertilization across countries while the country managers are responsible
for handling adoption and adaption to see what should be adopted from the region and
how they are adapted to local condition.
3. Local brands
With local brands the degree of local influence on promotional decisions is at its
maximum, and the need for central coordination is nonexistent. The center’s task for
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promotion strategy and
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executions are left for the local government.
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2.3.2.4 Direct Marketing

According to Direct Marketing Association (DMA), the definition of direct
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basics practices of direct marketing include catalogues, direct mails, telemarketing,
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and so on. Because of the nature of itself, direct marketing has been considered
traditional and nationalistic (Shultz, 1994; Spiller and Cambell, 1994). Direct
marketing relies on lists, postal services, and some types of financial payments, which
requires an understanding of local market and thus everything is supposed to be
tailored to specific target audience. However, due to the development of technology
like Internet databases, efficient postal services, growing use of credit cards, and
quick transportation and delivery services, direct marketing is growing fast as a global
market (Light and Somasundaram, 1994; Mehta, Grewal, Sivadas, 1996; Shultz,
1994).
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Topol and Sherman (1994) conducted a research on how firms developed their
direct marketing strategy when entering another foreign country and found that the
majority of firms (80%) would like to modify their direct marketing strategy, among
which only 6% plan to launch a whole new strategy. Only 20% would like to follow
the original strategy in another country. This suggests that international firms prefer
adaptive strategy to standardized strategy when employing direct marketing in another
country. Furthermore, the research also showed that catalogues (43%) and direct mails
(41%) would be the most popular means when expending their businesses, followed
by foreign distributors (33%), direct selling (23%), print (13%), telemarketing (11%),
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and magazines (10%). The emphasis on cooperating with
大foreign distributors also
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implied the need for direct marketers to understand the local market.
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As what is mentioned above, communication technology has made direct
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marketing become a global business. Shultz (1994) called the new communication
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system, and it has gradually changed direct marketing into a global concept as well as
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a global activity. He further suggested that the biggest change of direct marketing
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would be from “outbound to interactive.”
past, direct marketers sent out the
h e nIngthe
chi U
information by mails or telephones and then passively waited for the consumers to
reply, which were one-way, outbound communication. However, technology like
online databases can help direct marketer easier target the prospects, get consumer
insights, and interact with them. In addition, products and services are available on the
Internet so that consumers worldwide can have purchases whenever they want, not
when the marketers want to sell. In this way, the process has become two-way and
interactive communication. On the other hand, it also helps overcome the barriers for
direct marketers like entering a foreign country (Mehta et al., 1996).
From the former literatures, we can see that communication technology has made
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direct marketing, which used to be local and national, to become global. However, the
adaptive strategy seems to be more applicable because of the nature of direct
marketing itself. Since not many researchers have focused on the global strategy of
direct marketing, it is not easy to specify what a standardized or adaptive direct
marketing strategy is. Nevertheless, through the research done by Topol and Sherman
(1994), one thing is sure that some parts of the direct marketing can be standardized
while some have to be adaptive when the firms enter another country. In addition,
these firms also reported that the idea of “think globally, act locally” was practiced in
their direct marketing strategies, suggesting the use of a glocal approach as mentioned
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in other communication tools. Therefore, the current research
大 suggests that the same
立
criterion, strategy and execution, used in advertising and other promotion disciplines
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to decide whether they are globally coordinated may also work in direct marketing as
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Summary
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The review of the past literatures on standardization seems to suggest that
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strategy versus execution can servehas an appropriate U
e n g c h i criterion to distinguish the

degree to which the promotion disciplines (i.e. advertising, public relations, sales
promotion, and direct marketing) are coordinated on a global basis. However, Duncan
(2002) proposed that when doing IMC planning, many strategies need to be
considered, including “message strategy,” “creative strategy,” “media strategy,” and
“promotional strategy,” so which strategy is to be examined in this study? Since the
current research tries to analyze the coordination of all marketing communication
tools instead of comparing only one discipline, “message strategy” seems to be more
applicable than the others. Furthermore, the concept of “strategically consistency” in
message strategy pointed out by Duncan (2002), which suggests that consistent brand
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image as well as the core value of the brand is maintained even when different
messages are delivered to various target audiences, also supports the idea that position
of strategy outstands executions as inferred in the past literatures discussed above. In
fact, this corresponds to the concept of GIMC in which either standardized or adaptive
approach can be seen as a coordinated strategy as long as synergy can be created.
Therefore, the current research suggests that message strategy is the main element
which determines whether the promotion disciplines are globally coordinated or not.
That is to say, as long as the brand image reflected from the strategy in all promotion
disciplines is standardized across countries, it could be considered as a globally
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integrated campaign even though the execution varies 大
across countries.
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Based on this idea, the modified framework of GIMC is proposed and shown in
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Figure 2.7. Supposed that a firm is going to enter country A and B, a globally
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integrated strategy would be to coordinate all the strategy across all the promotion
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disciplines as well as across countries. Secondly, if the firm only coordinates the
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strategy across promotion disciplines in a single country but without coordinating
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them across countries, then it would be a multidomestic integrated strategy. The third
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possibility would be global but non-integrated
in which the firm employs the
h e n g cstrategy,
hi U
uniform strategy in country A and B but does not coordinate the strategy across
promotion disciplines. Lastly, mulitdomestic non-integrated strategy would be that in
country A and B different strategies are employed and they are not coordinated across
promotion disciplines within a country. It should be emphasized again that only
strategy is taken into account while deciding whether the marketing activities are
coordinated or not.
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Figure 2.7 Modified GIMC typology
Source: Adapted from Grein and Gould (1996)
Note:
SAD : Message Strategy of Advertising; SPR : Strategy of Public Relations
SSP : Message Strategy of Sales Promotion; SDM : Strategy of Direct Marketing
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SPR

SSM
SDM

Based on this modified GIMC framework, the research question is proposed:

RQ1: From the point of view of GIMC, what marketing strategy is Taiwan
Tourism Bureau employing to build Taiwan Tourism Brand during “Tour
Taiwan Years 2008-2009?”
RQ1-a: How well does each market integrate the marketing communication
tools (i.e., vertical integration)?
RQ 1-b: How well do the countries within and across region(s) integrate the
marketing communication tools (i.e., horizontal integration)?
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In addition, the past literatures also revealed that different elements in promotion
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mix involve different level of standardization (Moriarty and Duncan, 1991; Birnik and
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Bowman, 2007). Some elements are easier to standardize while some are not. For
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example, advertising, compared to sales promotion, is closer to the standardized end
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of the spectrum (Boddewyn and Grosse 1995; Moriarty and Duncan, 1991). However,
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no research has focused on other communication tools like public relations and direct
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marketing, which have been considered
as more localU
activities. Therefore, based on
hen
gchi
the former literatures, the current research proposes that sales promotion, public
relations, and direct marketing, compared to advertising, are more difficult to
standardize as shown in Figure 2.8. By examining the international promotion
strategy of Taiwan tourism, the research questions can also be tested.
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RQ2: Are public relations, sales promotions, and direct marketing more difficult
to standardize worldwide than advertising in the case of Taiwan Tourism Brand?

Easier ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- more difficult
Sales
Promotions

Advertising

Public
Relations
Direct
marketing

政 治 大

Figure 2.8 Standardization Spectrum
Source: Adapted from Moriarty and Duncan (1991)
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3. Research Method
3.1 Case Study
The current study focuses on how Taiwanese government promotes its tourism
worldwide and how these promotions are integrated during “Tour Taiwan Years
2008-2009.” Based on the literature review, the past researches on tourism destination
brand, such as New Zealand, Scotland, and United Kingdom, were mainly conducted
by means of case study research. These studies analyzed a specific country as a case
within a period of time frame or a specific campaign and examined its branding
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process, strategy, and promotions through multiple sources. In addition, Yin (1994)
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also pointed out that case study is preferable when the research questions are “how”
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and “why,” which is exactly the focus of this study—how Taiwan is portrayed and
how these promotions are coordinated across countries. Therefore, this study employs

‧

case study as the research method.
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Yin (1994) defined case study as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a
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contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context and in which multiple sources
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of evidence are used,” including documentation, archival records, interviews, direct
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observation, participant-observation, physical artifact. Besides, based on the IMC
audit proposed by Duncan (2002), to understand the extent to which an organization
coordinates and integrates its marketing strategy and execution, two main methods are
used—on-site interview and content analysis. An important element in IMC audit is
gap analysis, which intends to compare what is actually being done (through content
analysis) and what is said to be done (through in-depth interview).Therefore, these
two methods are used in this case study and in the following section more details
about the two methods are illustrated.
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3.2 Case study: Data Collection
3.2.1 Research Scope: Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009
In succession to the “Doubling Tourist Arrivals Plan” (2002-2008) and in
conjunction with the first three-year phase of “2015 Economic Development Plan,”
(2007-2009), Taiwan Tourism Bureau launched the two-year campaign, “Tour Taiwan
Years 2008-2009,” to help achieve the goal of 4 million and 4.25 million tourist
arrivals in 2008 and 2009, respectively.
“Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” consists of five sub-plans, including” 1)
domestic promotion; 2) festival and competition; 3) product development; 4)
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政
international publicity and promotion; and 5) travel service
大 network establishment.
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Since the present study tries to know how Taiwan’s tourism is promoted worldwide
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and how these promotions are integrated, the focus is on the international promotions,
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especially the fourth sub-plan. According to the work plan of “Tour Taiwan Years
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2008-2009,”the image building and marketing strategies are developed based on the
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three main target regions of Taiwan—Northeast Asia (Japan and Korea), Southeast
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Asia (Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia), and the West (Europe and America).
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Therefore, any promotional materials
regions during 2008-2009 are
h efornthegthree
chi U
collected for analysis.

3.2.2 In-depth Interview
Since the focus of this study is on how Taiwan is promoted internationally, people
in “International Affairs Division” in Taiwan Tourism Bureau are the interviewees.
International Affairs Division consists of three departments set up based on three main
target markets—1) Japan and Korea; 2) Hong Kong, Singapore, and Malaysia; 3)
Europe and North America. Each department is responsible for the promotions in its
target market and develops different marketing objectives and strategies according to
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the features of each market. Therefore, the researcher plans to interview one person
from each section to understand 1) the core value, image, and positioning of Taiwan
tourism brand as well as the mission in Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009; and 2) how
they develop the marketing strategy and exercise all the marketing communication
tools. In addition to the three interviewees, the researcher also plans to interview the
chief who is in charge of the overall tourism marketing to further understand how
regional promotions are coordinated and integrated. The following is the list of
interviewees:
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Table 3.1 Introductions of Interviewees
大
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Name
Title/ Position
Time and place
Telephone Interview, 40
minutes, 2009/06/09

Section Chief (Northeast Asia),
International Affairs Division

Telephone Interview, 10
minutes, 2009/06/19

Section Chief (Europe &America),
International Affairs Division

Telephone Interview, 10
minutes, 2009/06/19
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Ying-Hui, Cheng
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Shih-Kuei, Liu

Assistant Director-General,
International Affairs Division
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Li-Hsing, Lai
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Since the Section Chief of Southeast Asia is not available for interview because

engchi

of personal issue, only three interviews are conducted. Besides, telephone interview is
adopted due to the heavy work in Tourism Bureau. The whole process is completed by
ways of semi-structure interview. For the outline of the interview questions, please see
the appendix 4.

3.2.3 Data Analysis
As mentioned earlier, all materials related to “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,”
especially those with focus on international publicity and promotion, are collected for
analysis. Specifically, these materials include tourism brochures, advertisements,
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governmental reports, news release and so on. Following the GIMC model, these
materials are thus mainly categorized into four parts based on four marketing
communication tools—advertising, public relations, sales promotions, and direct
marketing— to see how they are coordinated.
In addition, the official websites of Tourism Bureau are also examined due to the
importance of the Internet on tourism marketing. The former studies revealed that it is
impossible for destination marketers to overlook the Internet in their marketing mix
because it provides economical global accessibility, conveniences for updating,
real-time information services, interactive communications features and unique
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customization capabilities (Cai et al., 2004). It is obvious
大that the special features of
立
the Internet make the websites of Tourism Bureau important contact points for
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prospect tourists. Thus, the websites of Tourism Bureau in different language versions
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are also included in the analysis.
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In order to judge which type of GIMC Tourism Bureau employs to promote
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Taiwan, this study views “strategic consistency” as the criterion instead of
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“executional consistency” to decide whether the promotions are globally integrated.
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As pointed out in chapter 2, here strategy
“message strategy,” in which the
h e nmeans
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brand image and core value revealed is the focus for examining the GIMC strategy.
Since Tourism Bureau develops specific marketing strategies for three main market
segmentations during this campaign, the evaluation process goes like this: 1) the
strategies of all four marketing communication tools in each country are examined
first (i.e. vertical integration); 2) the strategies of all marketing communication tools
across countries within each region are thus compared (i.e. horizontal integration); 3)
the strategies of all marketing communication tools across three regions are compared
together (i.e. horizontal integration). Again, the brand image conveyed from the
marketing communications is the criterion for examining whether the whole campaign
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is integrated or not.
To summarize, the present study, on one hand, uses in-depth interview to figure
out the core value of Taiwan tourism brand as well as its positioning and image during
“Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009.” On the other hand, the data analysis provides the
evidence of what Tourism Bureau has accomplished. Together the interview and the
data analysis give us a clearer understanding of how Taiwan promotes its tourism
image worldwide with different marketing tools. The following figure shows a brief
framework of this research:
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Content analysis:
Vertical integration in
each country
Horizontal integration
across countries

Discussion

Conclusion and Suggestion
Figure 3.1 Research Framework
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4. Analysis
4.1 Background of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009”
To have a better understanding toward “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” the past
tourism marketing plans and programs will be briefly introduced as the background
information of “Tour Taiwan Yeas 2008-2009.” The following Figure shows the
overall structure.

Taiwan’s New Tourism Development Strategies for 21st century
&
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Tourism Policy White Paper (2002-2011)
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Figure 4.1 Overview of the Past Tourism Policies
From Figure 4.1, we can see that the position of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009”
is under two major plans—“Doubling Tourist Arrivals Plan (2002-2008)” and
“Economic Development Vision 2015: First-Stage Three-Year Sprit Program
(2007-2009).” Both plans are proposed by Executive Yuan and succeed the important
strategies of tourism marketing stated in “Taiwan’s New Tourism Development
Strategies for the 21st century” in 2000 and “Tourism Policy White Paper” in 2002
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(Work plan of “Doubling Tourist Arrivals Plan,” 2002). As a result, the major
direction and marketing strategies proposed in these past plans are also continued in
“Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009.”
According to the work plan of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” the campaign
consists of five sub-plans, including: 1) domestic promotion; 2) festival and
competition; 3) product development; 4) international publicity and promotion; and 5)
travel service network establishment5. Figure 4.2 shows the overall structure of “Tour
Taiwan Years 2008-2009.”
1)

Domestic promotion: Produce media advertisements, hold event
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promotions, and create an atmosphere for “Tour Taiwan
大Years” to encourage the
立
public to be a “good host” who will actively invite and welcome visitors and share
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with them the beauty of Taiwan.

Festival and competition: Festival and competition events that are unique
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Product development: Ahbroad range of Taiwan
e n g c h i U travel products are
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3)

er

domestically and internationally through the publication of multi-language tourism

developed to meet the needs of different markets, including “Classic Tours,” which
refers to the must-see attractions in Taiwan for the first-time international visitors. For
repeat and special interest international visitors, a variety of competitive theme
package tours integrating the unique natural and cultural resources of Taiwan are
offered, which comprise six innovative products (mountain climbing tours, portrait
photography and honeymoon tours, nostalgic tours for seniors, medical tourism,
celebrity tours, and sports travel) and five general promotion products (rail travel,
5

The five sub-plans are actually based on 1) Beautiful Taiwan, 2) Feature Taiwan, 3) Quality Taiwan,
4) Marketing Taiwan, and 5) Friendly Taiwan, which are proposed in “Economic Development Vision
2015: First-Stage Three-Year Sprit Program (2007-2009).”
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healthy hot spring and cuisine travel, eco-tours, agricultural tourism, and cultural and
educational tours). Different theme tours are provided and promoted according to the
characteristics of the target markets. For example, the Asian visitors are familiar and
fond of the popular culture in Taiwan so that theme tour like “celebrity tour” is
offered to Asian market but not for the western market (Li-Hsing, Lai, interview,
2009/6/9; Ying-Hui, Cheng, interview, 2009/6/19).
4)

International publicity and promotion: A tourism brand image based on

the analysis of Taiwan’s tourism attractions are established and promoted
internationally. Differentiated marketing communication strategies are employed
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based on the main target regions of Taiwan. More details
大about the image of Taiwan
立
and the regional strategies for tourism promotions will be discussed later.
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5)

Travel service network establishment: Tourism Bureau hopes to create a
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travel-friendly service environment for the “Tour Taiwan Years” plan by providing
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convenient travel assistance and transportation services.
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In fact, the five sub-plans are all related more or less to the international
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promotions of Taiwan’s tourism, but
and fourth plans are especially relevant
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e nthird
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to how Taiwan is promoted to the end consumers worldwide (Li-Hsing, Lai, interview,
2009/ 6/9). Thus, this study will focus on the two sub-plans.
Besides, the launch of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” is also to help promote
two major international events taken place in Taiwan—“The Word Games 2009 in
Kaohsiung” and “21st Summer Deaflympics Taipei 2009.” Tourism Bureau also
developed “sports travel” as innovative products such as cycling tour to catch the
trend. However, most promotional work is in charged by Kaohsiung and Taipei City
Government, not Tourism Bureau. Therefore, in this study the promotions concerning
these two events are not included.
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Classic Tours
Image building by
segmented marketing
strategies

1. mountain climbing tours
2. portrait photography and
honeymoon tours
3. nostalgic tours for seniors
4. medical tourism
5. celebrity tours
6. sports travel
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1. rail travel
2. healthy hot spring and
cuisine travel
3. eco-tours
4. agricultural tourism
5. cultural and educational
tours

Figure 4.2 Framework of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009”
Source: Adapted from Work Plan of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” (2007)
http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/indexc.asp
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4.2 Target Market of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009”
According to Hui and Wan (2003), tourists from different country origins have
different perceptions toward the same place. They examined the image of Singapore
as a tourist destination and found that people from the same region tend to have
similar image toward Singapore. Thus, it makes sense that the marketing organization
can segment the target market by geographic regions (Hui and Wan, 2003). Following
this pattern, Taiwan Tourism Bureau divides the target markets by region based on the
statistics of tourist arrivals as shown in Table 4.1, and develops different marketing
strategies for the key target regions.
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2000

772,032 (88.8%)

71,495 (8.2%)

18,235 (2.1%)

7,377 (0.8%)

2001

919,762 (90.1%)

75,174 (7.4%)

18,503 (1.8%)

7,745 (0.8%)

2002

922,784 (89.7%)

77,834 (7.6%)

18,960 (1.8%)

y

8,604 (0.8%)

2003

618,078 (89%)

55,006 (7.9%)

14,590 (2.1%)

7,115 (1%)

2004

902,797 (87.5%)

91,167 (8.8%)

24,299 (2.4%)

er

13,293 (1.3%)

2005

1,242,751 (90%)

2006

1,358,781 (90%)

2007

1,475,396 (89.5%)

117,172 (7.1%)

35,738 (2.1%)

20,140 (1.2%)

2008

1,574,236 (88.7%)

127,495 (7.2%)

48,098 (2.7%)

25,344 (1.4%)
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Table 4.1 Visitor Arrivals with Purpose of Pleasure by Region

v
25,724
n i (1.9%)
C h96,708 (7%) U
e n g(7.1%)
107,000
c h i 29,502 (2%)

Oceania &
Africa

15,238 (1.1%)
14,803 (1%)

Source: Tourism Bureau (2000-2008) http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/indexc.asp

From the numbers of visitors with the purpose for pleasure (tourism) in different
regions from 2000 to 2008, it can be inferred that Asian countries are the main source
of tourists in Taiwan, which accounts for 88.7% in 2008, for example. Furthermore, in
Asia Japan has been the major source country of tourists for Taiwan (about 1
million/per year), followed by Hong Kong and other countries in Southeast Asia
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(Statistics by Tourism Bureau, 2008). Due to the importance of Asian market and the
differences between the North and South, it is further subdivided into two
segments—Northeast Asia (Japan and Korea) and Southeast Asia (Hong Kong,
Singapore, and Malaysia) (Work Plan of “Tourism Policy White Paper,” 2002).
North America is the second largest source of tourists for Taiwan, about 7.2% in
2008, followed by 2.7% in Europe. The two markets are thus combined into one
segment (Work Plan of “Tourism Policy White Paper,” 2002). The following table
shows the key target regions and target audiences of Taiwan’s tourism.

政 治 大

Table 4.2 Key Target Markets of Taiwan’s tourism

立 Key Target Audience

Key Target Region

Primary: young and mature females
Secondary: the elderly

Southeast Asia
(Hong Kong, Singapore,
Malaysia)

Primary: both young and old generations
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Northeast Asia
(Japan& Korea)
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Primary: businessmen; Chinese immigrants and
descendants; special interest group
Secondary: mainstream market
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(Europe & America)
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Source: Taiwan Tourism Bureau; Interviews (Li-Hsing, Lai, 2009/6/9; Ying-Hui,
Cheng, 2009/6/19; and Shih-Kuei, Liu, 2009/06/19)
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Li-Hsing, Lai explained the reason for such segmentation method:
In fact, we had one program for all the countries in 2001. However, we found
that the same promotions didn’t work for all because some markets were mature
enough while some even didn’t know where Taiwan is. Every market has its
own characteristic. Therefore, we have divided the market segment into
Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia, and Europe and America since 2002. (Li-Hsing,
Lai, Interview, 2009/06/09)
This segmentation method has been practiced since 2002 and continued in “Tour
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Taiwan Years 2008-2009.”

4.3 The Objectives of Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009
There are two major objectives behind the launch of “Tour Taiwan Years
2008-2009.” One is to maintain Taiwan’s tourism image internationally and the other
is to accomplish the established goal of 400 million and 425 million tourist arrivals in
2008 and 2009, respectively (Work Plan of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” 2007).
Although with different promotions and executions, all these preceding plans,
from the ones with major direction for Taiwan’s tourism like “Taiwan’s New Tourism
Development Strategies for 21

st

立
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century” and “Tourism大
Policy White Paper,” to the

smaller-scale ones like “Doubling Tourist Arrivals Plan” and “Economic
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Development Vision 2015: First-Stage Three-Year Spirit Program,” have the same
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objective, that is, to transfer the image of Taiwan from “island of industry” to “island
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of tourism (see each work plan).” Derived from these past tourism plans, the purpose
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of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” is also to build Taiwan as an important tourism
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destination in Asia (Work Plan of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” 2007).
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Since the launch of “Doubling h
Tourist Arrivals Plan,”
e n g c h i U the goal-oriented approach

is employed and thus the specific targets of tourist number in each program are
established (Work Plan of “Doubling Tourist Arrivals Plan,” 2002). “Doubling Tourist
Arrivals Plan” is a six-year plan, which aims at doubling the tourist arrivals from 1
million in 2002 to 2 million in 2008 and reaching the overall visitor arrivals to 5
million in 2008. Furthermore, the target of each year has been specified from 2002 to
2008 as shown in Table 4.3 (Work Plan of “Doubling Tourist Arrivals Plan,” 2002).
The following “Economic Development Vision 2015: First-Stage Three-Year Spirit
Program” from 2007-2009 sets a higher target, which hopes to achieve 5.2 million
tourist arrivals in 2009 (Work Plan of “Economic Development Vision 2015:
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First-Stage Three-Year Spirit Program,” 2006).

Table 4.3 Target and Result of Tourist Arrivals from 2003-2008
Visitor arrival 2003

(Unit: 10,000 visit)

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Target

210

320

350

400

450

500

Result

224.8

295

337.8

351.9

371.6

384.5

Source: Work Plan of “Doubling Tourist Arrival Plan (2002)
http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/indexc.asp

To achieve the yearly target set in “Doubling Tourist Arrivals Plan,” “2004 Visit
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Although in the end the goal立
was not achieved, with only 2.95 million visitor arrivals,
Taiwan Year” is launched, with the goal to increase the tourist to 3.2 million.
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the result was quite impressive compared to 2.24 million in the previous year when
SARS broke out. The campaign did bring back the international tourists and set a
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good start for the following years. Therefore, based on the successful example of
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and then 4 million from the original 5 million in “Doubling Tourist Arrivals Plan.6”
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4.4 Brand Positioning, CIS and Slogan
Since the proposition of “Taiwan’s New Tourism Development Strategies for the
21st century,” Taiwan has been trying to promote itself as an “island of tourism,” a
major tourism destination with diversified charms and fun (see each work plan).
According to the interview with Li-Hsing, Lai (2009/6/9), the core value of
Taiwan is “friendliness and hospitability that will touch people’s heart,” which was
pointed out by the international visitors as the uniqueness of Taiwan. However, this
6

Tourism Bureau will revise the yearly goal for tourist arrivals considering the current tourism
environment.
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core value seems only echoes to part of the positioning of Taiwan—island of
tourism—but not that strongly connected with the features of this island—diversified
charms. Tourism Bureau is aware of this issue, that is, appealing to international
visitors with the image of people’s friendliness and cordiality is not strong enough.
Thus, the current Director General She-Jen, Lai in a symposium in 2008 mentioned
that “Friendliness is not enough to touch tourists……we need to pursue higher quality,
to attract them with gourmet, delicate service, and other rich tourism products
(Monthly Report on Tourism, 2008/7).” What she said tries to emphasize that we need
to touch people’s heart not only with Taiwan’s friendliness but, more importantly,

治
政
with its diversity of tourism. This also suggests that the大
core values of Taiwan should
立
incorporate the diversified charms with the friendliness and hospitality.
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Because of this, a creative corporate identification system (CIS) and slogan of
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Taiwan’s tourism is developed in 2001 to strengthen the tourism image of Taiwan
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internationally. The following figure is the CIS of Taiwan’s tourism.
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T—represents sheltering eaves of Taiwan in a
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symbol of the island as a warm home

e n gA—the
c h ihost of this home, ardently welcoming
travelers to Taiwan
I—traveler who has come to visit and is being
received by the host
W—two people, host and visitor, shaking hands
and greeting each other happily
A and N—the two sitting together, drinking tea
and chatting casually
In the upper right corner of the logo is an image
of the island that expresses Taiwan’s earnest and
sincere desire to touch your heart

Figure 4.3 CIS of Taiwan’s Tourism
Source: Taiwan Tourism Bureau http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/auser/a/CIS/m1-2.html
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As explained Figure 4.3, this CIS manifests the image and core value of Taiwan
tourism brand—Taiwan, a place that will touch your heart with its friendliness and
hospitability (Li-Hsing, Lai, interview, 2009/6/9). The design statement also suggests
that this CIS, written by modern calligraphy, demonstrates the traditional Chinese
culture along with Taiwan’s local culture (Tourism Bureau, n.d.). The standard colors
of the CIS are black and red, representing the ink in the East and the warmth of this
island, respectively. In addition to black and red, Tourism Bureau also regulates five
complementary colors, including golden, crimson, dark blue, blackish green and
six-color combination, for more variation of the CIS and also to show the diversity of
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Taiwan (see an example in Figure 4.4). Since its release
大in 2001, this logo, with
立
different uses of color, has been displayed in all of the promotional publications and
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advertisements produced by Tourism Bureau, including “Tour Taiwan Years
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2008-2009.” Li-Hsing, Lai also mentioned the origin of this CIS:
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The reason we use “Taiwan Touch Your Heart” as Taiwan’s CIS and slogan is
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because we found in the yearly “Survey Report on Visitors Expenditure and
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Trends in Taiwan” that international visitors consider the friendliness and
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enthusiasm of Taiwanese are h
unique and different
e n g c h i Ufrom their counterparts in
other countries. The CIS is of deep meaning. T represents a house, A and I is
like a guest welcomed by the host, W shows the two drink and talk happily, and
AN shows the host invites the guest for another trip here. Thus, Taiwan can
really touch people’s heart. That’s why we promote Taiwan internationally with
the brand image of “Taiwan Touch Your Heart.” (Li-Hsing, Lai, Interview,
2009/06/09)
In addition, Tourism Bureau also designed a new logo for “Tour Taiwan Years
2008-2009” as shown in Figure 4.4 b. According to the design statement (Tourism
Bureau, n.d.), the stroke of “Tour” is brisk and free, symbolizing the pleasures and
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freedom when traveling; on the other hand, the style of “Taiwan” is more steady and
solid, just like the country itself. Beside the word is a symbol of the most famous
landmark in Taiwan, Taipei 101, so that international visitors can relate this logo to
Taiwan immediately. Similar as original CIS in complementary color as shown in
Figure 4.4 a, the hue is bright and colorful, demonstrating the youthfulness,
enthusiasm, and amicability of Taiwanese people. Both the CIS of Taiwan and “Tour
Taiwan Years 2008-2009” have similar meaning—Taiwan cordially invites you to
enjoy a touching travel experiences with its friendly people and beautiful island (see
two design statements). During “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” all the promotional
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materials are labeled with this logo as well as the CIS of
大Taiwan.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4 CIS of Taiwan (a) and “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” (b)
Source: Taiwan Tourism Bureau http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/auser/a/CIS/m1-2.html;
http://tourtaiwanyears.net/main1-5.htm
Note:
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Figure 4.4a: CIS of Taiwan in complementary color (six-color combination)
Figure 4.4b: CIS of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009”

The logo of Taiwan and the logo of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” are
standardized all over the world, but the slogans are adjusted to the regional strategies
during this campaign. According to Li-Hsing, Lai (interview, 2009/6/9), the slogan in
Northeast Asia is “Wish to See You in Taiwan” in response to celebrity endorsement
by the popular idols from Taiwan. In Southeast Asia, “Welcome 2 Taiwan” is adopted
for echoing to the use of double spokespersons as well as the themes (multiple ways
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to experience Taiwan). Nevertheless, in Europe and America, the slogan is unchanged
but derived from the original one “Taiwan Touch Your Heart.” The selection of
different slogans will be discussed later in each region, but broadly speaking these
three slogans, though literally different, still imply the same idea, that is, Taiwan
sincerely welcomes your coming. Actually, the slogans in Northeast and Southeast
Asia contain the same elements as the original “Taiwan Touch Your Heart,” that is,
friendliness, enthusiasm, hospitability, and a touching feeling, which also respond to
the positioning of Taiwan—an island of tourism. Therefore, the use of CIS and
slogans for promoting Taiwan are well integrated worldwide.
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Table 4.4 Brand Positioning in Each Key Region
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Region

CIS

Slogan
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Taiwan Touch Your Heart
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Northeast Asia

Taiwan Touch Your Heart
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“Tour Taiwan Years
2008-2009”
(Overall)
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Source: Work plan of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” (2007); Interviews (Li-Hsing,
Lai, 2009/6/9; Ying-Hui, Cheng, 2009/6/19; and Shih-Kuei, Liu, 2009/09/19)
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In the following section, the regional strategies for promoting Taiwan will be
discussed. Besides, since each target region involve different stakeholders, the current
study only focuses on the primary target audiences.

4.5 GIMC Strategy: Within Region
4.5.1 Northeast Asia (Japan and Korea)
Northeast Asia has been the main source for tourists in Taiwan, especially Japan,
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from which about 1 million tourists come to Taiwan every year (Statistics by Tourism
Bureau, 2008). Such a number accounts for one third of all the international visitors in
Taiwan, showing the significance of this market.
The main target audience in this region is young generation, especially the
females (Li-Hsing, Lai, interview, 2009/6/9 and Shih-Kuei, Liu, interview, 2009/6/19).
Therefore, the image of Taiwan here is depicted as a tourism destination with
romantic atmosphere and high quality, as pointed out by the current Director General
of Tourism Bureau, She-Jen, Lai, in a symposium in 2008 (Monthly Report on
Tourism, 2008/7). In addition, Shih-Kuei, Liu (interview, 2009/09/19) also mentioned
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政
that the image Tourism Bureau tries to build in Japan and
大Korea is a place where these
立
females can enjoy a safe and friendly travel environment and also have the chance to
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meet their favorite popular idols when touring Taiwan. We can see that these people
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have consensus toward what image to build in Northeast Asia.
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promotions, etc) that are standardized all over the world, Tourism Bureau also
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this region are females, the main marketing
strategy here has been
h e n gcommunication
chi U

celebrity endorsement by popular idols since 2006, in which a famous boy band, F4,
was invited and then succeeded by another group, Fahrenheit, in 2008. In response to
the celebrity endorsement strategy, the slogan for this region is “Wish to See You in
Taiwan.” Li-Hsing, Lai explained the reason for using such strategy:
Inviting F4 (as the spokespersons) is to attract the mature women while
Fahrenheit is to attract the younger women. The reason we use this strategy is
because females play an important role in making destination choices in Japan.
Therefore, we try to appeal to those women who are crazy about idols through
trendy dramas, concerts, and press conferences (Li-Hsing, Lai, interview,
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2009/06/09).
Both global and regional strategies are employed in Northeast Asia and
summarized in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5 Global and Regional Strategies Employed in Northeast Asia
Brand Positioning

Global: Island of tourism with diversified charms
Regional Charm: Celebrity tour, gourmet, scenery
Global: Taiwan Touch your Heart

Slogan

Regional: Wish to See You in Taiwan
Overall Marketing
Strategy

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism resources to build the
image of “island of tourism”
Regional: Celebrity endorsement by popular idols
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The strategies and tactics of the four marketing communication
tools—advertising, public relations, sales promotions, and direct marketing—
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implemented in Japan and Korea are examined below.
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The advertising in Northeast Asia follows both global and regional strategies. The
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global strategy aims at introducing all kinds of tourism resources of Taiwan and
building the image of Taiwan as an island of tourism internationally. For example,
Tourism Bureau cooperates with Discovery Channel to produce a TV show, “Fun
Taiwan,” to promote Taiwan in whole Asia (Monthly Report on Tourism, 2008/6). In
addition, the brochures introducing the innovative products and the general promotion
products as mentioned earlier in the third sub-plan—product development— of “Tour
Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” are standardized all over the world, with differences only
in languages (Japanese and Korean). What’s more, Tourism Bureau spends 1.5 million
NT dollars purchasing keyword advertising on Google in 13 countries to increase the
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exposure of the website of Taiwan Tourism Bureau (China Times, 2009/6/11). As long
as the Internet users search for keywords related to Taiwan such as “Taiwan movie,”
the link to the website of Tourism Bureau would appear on the top. Also, most
advertising or brochures are also available on that website.
The regional strategy here is celebrity endorsement by popular idols to attract
female target audiences. The majority of advertising in this region follows regional
strategy, revolving around the spokespersons, F4 in 2006- 2008 and Fahrenheit in
2008-2009, who appear in TV commercials, posters, some brochures and guidebooks,
and even in a special-made trendy drama—Wish to See You again— with product
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placement to introduce Taiwan’s famous scenic spots, 大
traditional cultures as well as
立
delicious food (Monthly Report on Tourism, 2008/1).
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Table 4.6 shows the cases of advertising in Japan and Korea. For detailed images
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of the advertising, please refer to Appendix 1.
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Table 4.6 Advertising in Northeast Asia
Advertising
Strategy

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism resources to build the image
of “island of tourism”
Regional: Promote Taiwan as a friendly tourism destination with diversified
charms by celebrity endorsement
Slogan: Wish to see you in Taiwan

1. F4 as spokesperson (2006-08)
TV
commercials 2. Fahrenheit as spokesperson (2008-09)

政 治 大

1. Trendy drama, “Wish to see you again” featured by F4
2. TV show “Fun Taiwan”
(※ Another Korean trendy drama sponsored by Tourism Bureau: On Air)

Print Ads

Posters with the image of F4 and Fahrenheit

Brochures
and Folders

1. Maps with the image of spokespersons
2. Guidebooks for cities & food
3. Brochures for theme tours

Online
Advertising

1. The above advertising is also available on the website of Tourism
Bureau
2. Keyword advertising on Google (as shown below)
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Placement
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Use Hong Kong Google to search for Taiwan and the first link is Taiwan Tourism Bureau
attained from http://www.derekgooogle.com/2009/06/13google.html (2009/8/6)

Source: Taiwan Tourism Bureau http://taiwan.net.tw/; Executive Information System
of Tourism Bureau http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/indexc.asp
Note: Since promotions in both Japan and Korea are almost standardized, they are combined into one
table.
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2.

Public Relations (PR)
The PR in Northeast Asia also follows global and regional strategies. The global

PR strategy is to raise people’s attention on Taiwan and further to build the image of
Taiwan as an island of tourism by introducing Taiwan’s tourism resources through
local travel fairs or through some global PR events.
The purpose of participating in local travel fairs is to let more consumers know
Taiwan and also to promote the latest campaign, “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” for
example. Usually Tourism Bureau authorizes Taiwan Visitor Association, a non-profit
organization, to arrange these overseas promotional activities (Bimonthly Magazine
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of Taiwan’s Tourism, 2008). The flow of participating 大
in the travel fairs are basically
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the same in Northeast and Southeast Asia, including inviting performances of
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traditional Chinese arts or aboriginal dances to attract people’s attention, promoting
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the current campaign and incentives for international visitors, and also holding
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Magazine of Taiwan’s Tourism, 2008). Though participating in travel fairs involves
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the uses of many marketing disciplines (e.g., advertising, public relations, sales
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promotions, etc), the main goal of the
building so that more people may
h efairnisgimage
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consider Taiwan as a tourism destination (Annual Report by Taiwan Visitor
Association, 2008. Therefore, it is considered here as a form of PR practice. Table 4.7
shows the cases of participating in the travel fairs in Japan and Korea during
2008-2009.
Global PR events refer to those major events that are designed and launched for
all markets, such as “Taiwan Hot Spring & Fine Cuisine Carnival” in 2008, “The Best
Trip in the World: Taiwan Explorers Wanted,” “Come and Taste Taiwan’s Unique
Outdoor Banquet Delights,” and “Cycling in Taiwan” in 2009 (Monthly Tourism
Report, 2009/1). These events integrate some unique features of Taiwan in a
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campaign like hot spring, cuisine, local culture, and cycling to attract international
visitors.
The regional PR strategy also uses celebrity endorsement by popular idols as in
advertising to attract young females through activities like press conferences, fans
club meetings, and concerts (Shih-Kuei, Liu, interview, 2009/09/19). As suggested by
Li-Hsing, Lai (interview, 2009/6/9), “Most large events are designed for all markets,
but the events with regional spokespersons are mainly for, but not limited to, the local
market.” Therefore, activities relating to the spokespersons, F47 and Fahrenheit, such
as “Fahrenheit’s International Fans Club meeting,” and “Fahrenheit as One-day Tour
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Guide” are tailored specifically for Northeast Asia. The大
website of Tourism Bureau
立
also serves as a platform to spread the information of these PR activities. These events
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are summarized in Table 4.7. For details, please see Appendix 2.
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Since F4 serve as the spokespersons from 2007 to 2008, most of the press conferences and other
related PR events are held in 2007. Therefore, they are not included in the current research which only
focuses on the period from 2008-2009.
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Table 4.7 PR activities in Northeast Asia
PR
Strategy

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism resources to build the
image of “island of tourism” through travel fairs and global PR events
Regional: Promote Taiwan as a tourism destination with diversified
charms by celebrity endorsement

Travel Fair 1. Promote “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009”
2. Taiwan booth decorated with the picture of spokespersons
& Local
Promotions 3. Performance of aboriginal dances, traditional Chinese arts like
paper-cut and flour miniature
4. Interactive activities with local people, such as foot massage
experience, samples of Taiwanese specialty snacks, or trivial games
for prizes

政 治 大
Fahrenheit as spokesperson conference

2008/10

 Taiwan Hot Spring & Fine Cuisine Carnival

2008/12



2009/02

 Vote for your favorite Taiwanese snack and win the
ticket to Fahrenheit’s country (online activity)
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 Fahrenheit’s International Fans Club meeting

2009/06

 The Best Trip in the World: Taiwan Explorers Wanted

2009/08

 Fahrenheit as One-day Tour Guide
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 Come and Taste Taiwan’s Unique Outdoor Banquet
Delights
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 Cycling in Taiwan
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Source: Monthly Report on Tourism by Tourism Bureau, 2008; 2009; Bimonthly
Magazine of Taiwan’s Tourism by Taiwan Visitors Association 2008; 2009
Note:
 PR Only for Northeast Asia
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 PR For all markets

Note: Since the promotions in both countries are basically the same, they are combined into one table.

3.

Sales Promotions
The strategy of sales promotions is to stimulate people’s willingness to tour

Taiwan by providing incentives which also enable visitors to experience Taiwan
further. Since the sales promotions during “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” are
standardized across all three regions, only global strategy is employed without
regional adaptation. The sales promotions include three major incentives for
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international visitors, which are: 1) Quarterly Giveaway, 2) Gifts for Millionth
Visitors; and 3) Free Half-day Tours for Transit Passengers (Work Plan of “Tour
Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” 2007). The details are shown in Table 4.8.
On one hand, these sales promotions stimulate people’s interest to visit Taiwan
while, on the other hand, they also let tourists use these free gifts or prizes to explore
Taiwan further. For example, the “Quarterly Giveaways” integrates the features of
Taiwan such as hot spring, specialty snacks, or the MRT pass to let the winners tour
Taiwan with the way they want (Li-Hsing, Lai, interview, 2009/6/9). The “Gifts for
Millionth Visitors” and “Free Half-day Tours” are also aimed at encouraging visitors
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to stay longer for more sight-seeing or shopping.
大
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Table 4.8 Sales Promotions for Northeast Asia
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1st Quarter: Taipei or Kaohsiung One-day MRT pass
2nd Quarter: Amusement park ticket
3rd Quarter: Taiwan specialty product
4th Quarter: Hot spring ticket
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Quarterly Giveaway

Global: To stimulate people’s willingness to tour Taiwan
by providing incentives which also help visitors
experience Taiwan further
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Gifts for Millionth
Visitors

The first, second, third and fourth millionth foreign
visitors to Taiwan during the plan period will receive a
credit card good for purchases in Taiwan up to
NT$100,000, NT$200,000, NT$300,000, and
NT$400,000, respectively. The winners have to spend the
money during the trip in Taiwan

Free Half-day Tours
for Transit
Passengers

Free half-day tour of northern Taiwan is provided to
transit passengers.

Source: Work plan of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” (2007)
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4.

Direct Marketing
The global strategy of direct marketing is to provide an interactive channel

between consumers and Tourism Bureau for exchanging travel information of Taiwan.
However, Tourism Bureau doesn’t use traditional media such as catalogues or
telecommunication to practice direct marketing in each region. As pointed out by
Li-Hsing, Lai (interview, 2009/6/9), “We won’t use B2C but B2B. For communicating
with consumers, we mainly use advertising.” Ying-Hui, Cheng also explained why
direct marketing is rejected in Europe and America, which is also the same reason for
Northeast and Southeast Asia:
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We seldom send information to the local people because
大 there are too many
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people in Europe and America. Direct marketing costs too much, and it is not
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very effective. Usually we do the promotion directly to the local agencies. We let
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the agencies know the resources of Taiwan first and then they will design the
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Shih-Kuei, Liu (interview, 2009/6/19) also mentioned the situation in Northeast
Asia:
We have overseas offices set up under the name of Taiwan Visitors Association in
Tokyo, Osaka, and Seoul. We will send the DM or brochures to these offices and
they will distribute these materials to the local people through all kinds of
promotional events such as travel fairs or local festivals (Shih-Kuei, Liu,
interview, 2009/6/19).

Although all these promotional materials are with the contact information of the
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overseas offices, with which consumers can directly contact them for further
information, the main target audiences for those materials are agencies instead of the
end consumers. This study, thus, does not include this into consideration.
Due to the high costs of direct marketing like catalogue, telecommunication, and
direct mails, the Internet with the features of economical global accessibility,
interactive communications, and customization capabilities (Cai et al., 2004) becomes
the major means for Tourism Bureau to contact the consumers. As pointed out by
Shultz (1994), the development of communication technology like Internet, satellite,
and cable system has made direct marketing become global. Tourism Bureau has set
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up the website in multiple language versions, including大
traditional Chinese, simplified
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Chinese, English, Japanese, Korean, French, and German. Every version has the
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“Contact Us” section where users can request for the travel information from Tourism
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Bureau directly through emails. Furthermore, the three main websites (Chinese,
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English, and Japanese)8 have the “Interactive Area” where users can view the CF and
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download brochures or guidebooks they want. The details are shown in Table 4.9.
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As shown in Table 4.10, although the designs of Japanese and Korean versions
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are different, both have the functionhfor exchanging travel
e n g c h i U information of Taiwan
between Tourism Bureau and the consumers.

8

Chinese, English, and Japanese are three main languages Tourism Bureau must adopt in all kinds of
promotional materials because English can be used to communicate with people in Europe, America,
and Southeast Asia while Japanese must be included due to the large amount of Japanese tourists
(Li-Hsing, Lai, interview, 2009/6/9).
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Table 4.9 Direct Marketing for Northeast Asia
Global: To provide an interactive channel between consumers and
Direct
Marketing Tourism Bureau for exchanging travel information of Taiwan
Strategy
Website

1. “Contact Us”
2. “Interactive Area” for downloading brochures and guidebooks,
request for online publications
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Japanese version: homepage (left); “contact us” section (right)
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Attained from http://jp.taiwan.net.tw/ (2009/7/13)
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Korean version: homepage (left); customer center (right)
Attained from http://www.tourtaiwan.or.kr/ (2009/7/13)

Source: Taiwan Tourism Bureau, Japanese http://jp.taiwan.net.tw/;
Korean: http://www.tourtaiwan.or.kr/
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Summary and Analysis
The strategies of each marketing communication tool in Japan and Korea are
summarized in Table 4.10, which helps to analyze the vertical and horizontal
integration in Research Question 1.
RQ1-a: How well does each country integrate the marketing communication
tools (i.e., vertical integration)?
In Japan, the uses of all marketing communication tools are trying to convey the
same image—Taiwan is an island of tourism with diversified charms, with both global
and regional strategies. In advertising and PR, Taiwan’s tourism resources, especially
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“celebrity tour,” are promoted to target the female audiences
大 through the regional
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strategy of celebrity endorsement by popular idols, F4 and Fahrenheit. Sales
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promotions, though without the endorsement of spokespersons, are provided to
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stimulate visitors to tour Taiwan. The website of Tourism Bureau also serves as a
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platform for directly exchanging tourism information with local consumers. Therefore,
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the strategies in each marketing tool (i.e. vertical integration) in Japan are coordinated,
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Since in Korea the executions as
well as the strategies
of each marketing
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communication tool are almost standardized as in Japan, the vertical integration
within Korea, thus, is also high.
RQ 1-b: How well do the countries within and across region(s) integrate the
marketing communication tools (i.e., horizontal integration)?
As mentioned earlier, the promotions in the whole Northeast Asia, Japan and
Korea, are mainly standardized in either strategies or executions in each marketing
communication tool. Both countries share the same advertising (TV commercials and
most brochures and guidebooks); the same global and regional PR events like
“Fahrenheit as One-day Tour Guide,” for instance; exactly the same incentives for
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visitors, and the same platform—website of Tourism Bureau—for direct marketing,
though the languages and deigns are locally adapted. Since the objective and strategy
are the same in this region, using the same executions is reasonable and feasible.
With coordinated strategies across marketing communication tools within each
countries (Japan and Korea) and also across countries, the strategy in Northeast Asia
is mainly “globally integrated strategy” in GIMC model, but with room for
improvement toward highly globally integrated as shown in Figure 4.5.
Table 4.10 Marketing Communication Strategies across disciplines in Northeast Asia
Japan
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Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism
resources to build the image of “island of tourism”
Regional: Celebrity endorsement
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Public Relations

Korea
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Advertising
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Marketing Communication Strategies
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Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism
resources to build the image of “island of tourism”
through travel fairs and global PR events
Regional: Celebrity endorsement

Same

Sales
Promotions

Global: To stimulate people’s willingness to tour
Taiwan by providing incentives which also help
visitors experience Taiwan further

Same

Direct
Marketing

Global: To provide an interactive channel between
consumers and Tourism Bureau for exchanging
travel information of Taiwan

Same
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integrated
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_______________________
Globally
non-integrated

AD

PR

PR

SP

SP

DM

Multi-domestic
non- integrated

DM

Vertical: coordinated (especially
between AD&PR)
Horizontal: highly coordinated

Low

政 治 大

Figure 4.5 GIMC Strategy used in Northeast Asia
Source: Adapted from Grein and Gould (1996)
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Note: SAD : Strategy of Advertising; SPR : Strategy of Public Relations
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SSP : Strategy of Sales Promotion; SDM : Strategy of Direct Marketing

4.5.2 Southeast Asia (Hong Kong, Singapore, and Malaysia)9
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According to statistics by Tourism Bureau (2008), total tourist arrivals from
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Southeast Asia in 2008 are near 1 million (Hong Kong/ Macau: 618,667; Singapore:
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205449; Malaysia: 155783), which accounts for one fourth of all international visitors
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in Taiwan. Hong Kong is also the second largest source country of visitors following
Japan.
Since Southeast Asia neighbor Taiwan and countries there are small with fewer
residents, most people have visited Taiwan before. Thus, both young and old
generations are the target audiences and stimulate them to revisit Taiwan is the main
objective (Li-Hsiung, Lai, 2009/6/9). To propel people to come back, the image
building here focuses on “diversified activities in four seasons all year round.” (Work
9

Taiwan opened its door for Chinese tourists in July, 18, 2008. The Chinese market now is under the
control of department of Southeast Asia and China. However, the tourism markets are mainly in the
hands of the local agencies in China and the promotions are made toward these agencies. Therefore, in
this research China is not included in this discussion but the Southeast Asian countries.
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Plan of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” 2007)
Like in Northeast Asia, both global and regional strategies are employed. Since
the global strategy is already discussed in Northeast Asia, the following section
focuses on regional strategy. Due to the close geographic distance and cultural
familiarity, Taiwanese popular cultures influence people in Southeast Asia a lot
(Li-Hsing, Lai, interview, 2009/6/9). Therefore, the regional marketing strategy is
celebrity endorsement by popular idols in Taiwan. However, unlike in the Northeast
Asia where only females are mainly targeted, to attract all local people, double
spokespersons from young and old generation, Jolin Tsai, a Taiwanese singer and
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Nien-Chen, Wu, a Taiwanese director, are invited to co-promote
大 Taiwan (Li-Hsing,
立
Lai, interview, 2009/6/9). Li Hsing, Lai mentioned how they selected the
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spokespersons:
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People in Southeast Asia are interested in our Chinese (popular) culture,
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especially the singers in Taiwan. Many Taiwanese singers are well-known in
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Southeast Asia. In particular, people in Singapore and Malaysia love to sing
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Taiwanese songs because our entertainment shows are broadcasted there. When
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we were doing the selection, we
has her unique charms in
hfound
e n gthatc Jolin
hi U
Southeast Asia (Li-Hsing, Lai, interview, 2009/06/09).

To emphasize the theme and objective—revisit Taiwan, the slogan here is
“Welcome 2 Taiwan.” Here 2, on one hand, means the word “to” literally while on the
other hand it also symbolizes multiple aspects of Taiwan , a place full of all kinds of
activities in four seasons (Tourism Bureau, 2007). Li-Hsing, Lai also mentioned the
concept behind the slogan:
We hope they (people in Southeast Asia) can come again. That’s why we use
“Welcome 2 Taiwan”— 2 refers to the “second” visit. Therefore, we invite the
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other spokesperson—Nien-Chen,Wu. One (Jolin) is younger and the other (Wu)
is more mature so that different groups can be targeted. Jolin introduces the
modern aspect of Taiwan while Wu shows the most classic and traditional aspect
of Taiwan……. Through this strategy, the markets in Southeast Asia grow very
fast, especially in Hong Kong (Li-Hsing, Lai, interview, 2009/06/09).

The following Table summarizes the global and regional strategies. In the next
section, the four marketing communication disciplines in Hong Kong, Singapore, and
Malaysia, will be examined.
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Table 4.11 Global and Regional Strategies Employed in Southeast Asia
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Global: Taiwan Touch your Heart
Regional: Welcome 2 Taiwan
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Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism resources to build the
image of “island of tourism”
Regional: Celebrity endorsement (double spokespersons)
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Overall Marketing
Strategy

Global: Island of tourism with diversified charms
Regional Charm: Honeymoon photography tour, agricultural tour,
gourmet, scenery, etc.
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1. Advertising
The advertising in Southeast Asia follows both global and regional strategies. The
global strategy, as in Northeast Asia, aims at building the image of island of tourism
by introducing tourism resources of Taiwan. Executions include the TV show “Fun
Taiwan,” all kinds of tourism brochures, and keyword advertising on Google, which
are all standardized as in Japan and Korea.
Most advertising here follows regional strategy of celebrity endorsement by
double spokespersons, Jolin and Nei-Jen, Wu, including the four short TV
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commercials, print ads, outdoor ads, and also the website specifically made for this
region. Nevertheless, compared to Northeast Asia, the focus of these ads is on the
tourism products than on the spokespersons. For example, the posters are not just
printed with the image of spokespersons but accompanied with the key promotional
themes in Southeast Asia—2 ways of experiencing Taiwan, which are shown by the
contrast of high-speed railways vs. A-Li Mountain trains, outdoor hot spring vs.
beauty spa, etc (please see Table 4.12 for images). The emphasis on tourism products
as well as on the spokespersons also echoes to the strategy and theme in this
region—Welcome “2” Taiwan. Table 4.12 shows the cases of advertising in Southeast
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Asia. For images, please see the Appendix 1.
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Table 4.12 Advertising in Southeast Asia
Advertising
Strategy

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism resources to build
the image of “island of tourism”
Regional: Promote Taiwan as a tourism destination with diversified
charms by celebrity endorsement (double spokespersons)
Slogan: Welcome 2 Taiwan

4 TV
commercials

Jolin, Tsai & Nien-Chen,Wu as spokesperson in all four
2. 2 ways of experiencing Taiwan (30 sec.)
3. Introduce “Quarterly giveaway” (15 sec.)
4. Introduce “Summer Tours” (theme park vs. agricultural farm)
5. Introduce “Seashore Tours” (honeymoon photography vs.
eastern-coast)

Print Ads

Posters with the image of spokesperson and tourism resources in
four seasons (railway tour, gourmet tour, cultural tour, hot spring
tour)
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Outdoor Ads

Images of Spokesperson and tourism resources in four seasons
(HK: subway; Singapore: subway; Malaysia: elevated walkway)

DM
Brochures

1. Taiwan Maps
2. Guidebooks for cities and food
3. Brochures for theme tours (celebrity, healthcare, agriculture,
hot spring & food, honeymoon photography tour)

Product
Placement

TV show “Fun Taiwan”

Online
Advertising

1. The above advertising is available on the website
2. Keyword advertising on Google

Source: Taiwan Tourism Bureau http://taiwan.net.tw/; Executive Information System
of Tourism Bureau http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/indexc.asp
Note: Since the promotions in both countries are basically the same, they are combined into one table.
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2. PR
The use of PR in Southeast Asia is quite similar to that in Japan, with both global
and regional strategies. The global PR strategy is also to build the image of “island of
tourism” by introducing Taiwan’s tourism resources through local travel fair and large
global PR events. This part is the same as in Northeast Asia, so in the following
section only regional strategy and execution are discussed.
The regional PR strategy is celebrity endorsement by double spokespersons.
They show up in the events like “Taiwan Night Market Festival” in Hong Kong to
promote Taiwan as a gourmet heaven, or participate in events such as “99 HoHuan

治
政
(久久合歡)” and “Love 101” to promote Taiwan as a romantic
大 place for honeymoon
立
photography tour (Monthly Report on Tourism, 2008/5; 2009/1). In addition, Tourism
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Bureau also launches PR activities online to propagate Taiwan’s tourism and help
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image building. For example, “Taiwan Fun” and “Master Traveler Face-off” are two
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online PR activities which let people in Southeast Asia have chances to win the prizes
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by answering questions related to Taiwan or voting for their favorite itineraries
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proposed by either Jolin or Nein-Jen, Wu (see Figure 4.6).
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The cases of PR activities in Southeast
are summarized in Table 4.13. Please
h e n gAsia
chi U

see Appendix 2 for more details.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6 Online PR activities: Master Traveler Face-Off (a); Taiwan Fun (b)
Source: Tourism Bureau Website http://www.welcome2taiwan.net/cht/default.aspx
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Table 4.13 PR activities in Southeast Asia
PR Strategy

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism resources to build the
image of “island of tourism” through travel fairs and global PR events
Regional: promote Taiwan as a tourism destination with diversified
charms by celebrity endorsement (double spokespersons)

Travel Fair
& Local
Promotions

1. Promote “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” especially honeymoon
photography tour
2. Taiwan booth decorated with the pictures of spokespersons and the
four seasonal activities
3. Performance of aboriginal dances, traditional arts, and DIY children’s
toys
4. Samples of Taiwanese specialty snacks
5. Interactive games with local people
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 Wedding Plaza Opening Ceremony

2008/05

 99 HoHuan

2008/06

 Wedding in the North coast

2008/10

 Taiwan Hot Spring & Fine Cuisine Carnival
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 Master Traveler Face-off (online)

2009/01

 Taiwan Fun (online)
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Love 101
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Large PR
Activities
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※ For Hong Kong market only, “Taiwan Night Market Festival” (April,
立
2008/ 2009)

The Best Trip in the World:
i vTaiwan Explorers Wanted
n
C
Come
h eand
i U Unique Outdoor Banquet
hTaiwan’s
n gTaste
c
Delights

2009/08



2009/09

 Cycling in Taiwan

Source: Monthly Report on Tourism by Tourism Bureau (2008; 2009); Bimonthly
Magazine of Taiwan’s Tourism by Taiwan Visitors Association (2008; 2009)
Note:
 PR Only for Southeast Asia

 PR For all markets

Note: Since the promotions in both countries are basically the same, they are combined into one table.

3. Sales Promotions
The sales promotions in Southeast Asia follow the global strategy as in Northeast
Asia, but moreover regional strategy by celebrity endorsement is also employed. The
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global strategy is to stimulate people to visit Taiwan by providing the same incentives,
including 1) Quarterly Giveaway, 2) Gifts for Millionth Visitors; and 3) Free Half-day
Tours for Transit Passengers (For details, please see Table 4.9 in Northeast Asia). To
spread the news of these incentives, a 15-second TV commercial with the appearance
of Jolin and Nien-Chen, Wu is produced specifically for this region (see Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7 CF with the Image of Spokespersons to Promote the Sales Promotion

‧

Source: Tourism Bureau Website http://www.welcome2taiwan.net/cht/default.aspx
(Retrieved: 2009/8/8)
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Table 4.14 Sales Promotions in Southeast Asia
Sales
Promotions
Strategy
Incentives
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The sales promotions are summarized in Table 4.14.

which also help visitors explore Taiwan further
Regional: Celebrity endorsement to promote the incentives which
encourage people to visit Taiwan
1. Quarterly Giveaway
2. Gifts for Millionth Visitors
3. Free Half-day Tours for Transit Passengers

Source: Work Plan of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” (2007)

4. Direct Marketing
The global strategy of direct marketing, as in Southeast Asia, is to provide an
interactive channel between consumers and Tourism Bureau for exchanging travel
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information of Taiwan. The platform for exchanging information here is also the
website of Tourism Bureau. However, the website for Southeast Asia, with English
and Chinese versions, is adapted to the regional strategy and specifically designed
with the image of spokespersons through the whole website (see the image in Table
4.15). Compared to the websites for Japan and Korea, the website for Southeast Asia
well integrates the strategy of celebrity endorsement.

Table 4.15 Direct Marketing in Southeast Asia
Global: To provide an interactive channel between consumers and Tourism
Direct
Marketing Bureau for exchanging travel information of Taiwan
Regional: Celebrity endorsement
Strategy
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1. “Contact Us”
2. “Interactive Area” for downloading brochures and guidebooks, request
for online publications
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English version: homepage (left); “Contact Us” section (right)
Retrieved from http://www.welcome2taiwan.net/eng_2006/default.aspx (2009/7/13)

Summary and Analysis
Table 4.16 summarizes the marketing communication strategies across all
disciplines in Hong Kong, Singapore, and Malaysia, showing the vertical and
horizontal integration in Southeast Asia.
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RQ1-a: How well does each country integrate the marketing communication
tools (i.e., vertical integration)?
In Hong Kong, each of the four marketing disciplines follows both global and
regional strategies, manifesting the positioning and image of Taiwan here—an island
of tourism with infinite variety and thus worthy of revisit. The use of regional slogan
“Welcome 2 Taiwan” and regional strategy of celebrity endorsement by double
spokespersons, Jolin and Nien-Chen, Wu, are also well integrated to echo the theme
and image building in this region. The image of the spokespersons are closely related
and shown across all marketing communication tools, which makes the level of
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vertical integration in Hong Kong much higher than that
大in Japan or Korea where
立
celebrity endorsement is also used.
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Since the strategies and even the executions are standardized across the three
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main target countries in Southeast Asia—Hong Kong, Singapore, and Malaysia, the
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Kong. Thus, the answer to RQ 1-b can also be provided:
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vertical integration in the other two countries are also as high as the situation in Hong
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RQ 1-b: How well do the countries within and across region(s) integrate the
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marketing communication tools
horizontal integration)?
h e(i.e.,
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With the same strategies shared across all marketing communication tools, the
executions are mainly standardized across the three countries in this region. For
instance, across the three countries in Southeast Asia, the same advertising with the
spokespersons is circulated; and local travel fairs as well as global and regional PR
events like “Love 101” or online activity “Master Traveler Face-off” are held. The
same sales promotions and regional website are also shared across countries.
Therefore, the horizontal integration is very high in this region. High vertical and
horizontal integration together make the strategy here “globally integrated strategy” as
shown in Figure 4.8.
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Table 4.16 Marketing Communication Strategies across disciplines in Southeast Asia
Marketing
Communication
Disciplines

Marketing Communication Strategies
Hong Kong

Singapore Malaysia

Advertising

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified

Same

Same

tourism resources to build the image of
“island of tourism”
Regional: Celebrity endorsement
Public Relations

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified
tourism resources to build the image of
“island of tourism” through travel fairs
and global PR events
Regional: Celebrity endorsement

Same

Same

Sales
Promotions

Global: To stimulate people’s willingness
to tour Taiwan by providing incentives
which also help visitors experience
Taiwan further
Regional: Celebrity endorsement

Same

Same

Global: To provide an interactive channel

Same
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Regional: Celebrity endorsement
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SAD
PR

Globally
Multi-domestic
integrated
integrated
_______________________

SP

DM

Globally
non-integrated

Same
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Direct
Marketing
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AD

=

SAD

PR

=

SPR

=

SSP

=

SDM

SP

DM

Vertical: highly coordinated
Horizontal: highly coordinated

Multi-domestic
non- integrated

Low
Figure 4.8 GIMC Strategy used in Southeast Asia
Source: Adapted from Grein and Gould (1996)
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4.5.3 Europe and America
The statistics by Tourism Bureau (2008) shows that in 2008 tourist arrivals from
Europe and America is near 600, 000 (America: 387,197 and Europe: 200,914).
Furthermore, the growth of tourism in European market is 34.59%, the highest among
all countries, showing the potential of this market.
Since Europe and America are distant from Taiwan, the main target audiences are
businessmen, Chinese immigrants and their descents, and also some groups with
special interests such as bird-watching or mountain-climbing (Li-Hsing, Lai,
interview, 2009/6/9). Ying-Hui, Cheng (interview, 2009/6/19) suggested that the

“Taiwan’s modernity, ecology, and cultures.” As she said:
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image building in this region focuses on “Taiwan’s diversified
大 charms.” Li-Hsing, Lai
立
(interview, 2009/6/9) specifically pointed out that the image building here is based on
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We attract them (target audience in Europe and America) by Taiwan’s modern
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cities and cultures. In fact, the Chinese cultures in Taiwan are the best-preserved
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around the world, such as temple fairs and diversified religions. In addition,
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Taiwan’s ecology is also attractive, so you can notice some groups in Europe
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and America come for bird-watching……,
h e n g c hsome
i Ufor railways tours…, and some
for mountain climbing (Li-Hsing, Lai, interview, 2009/06/09).

It can be seen that the setting of the three features is closely related to the interest
of the target audiences, such as cultures for Chinese immigrants or ecology for group
with special interest, for instance.
Unlike the regional strategy of celebrity endorsement used in Asia, in Europe and
America the whole promotions follow only global strategy, based on which both
global and local activities are launched. Ying-Hui, Chen explained why celebrity
endorsement that works successfully in Asia is abandoned here:
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In European and American markets we didn’t invite any spokesperson because
the use of celebrity endorsement strategy has a lot to do with the characteristics
of the market. For instance, in Japan we invite F4 as spokesperson because we
are confident in their market potential. If we want to find a famous people as
spokesperson in this region……First, the price is high. Second, the markets in
Europe and America are very large with very different interests (Ying-Hui, Chen,
interview, 2009/6/19).

Unlike the other two regions, there is no extra slogan for this region during
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“Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009.” Li-Hsing, Lai (interview,
大 2009/06/09) explained that
立
they did adopt different slogan—“Taiwan Beyond Your Expectation”— from 2003 to
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2006, but recently they hope to unite the whole image and identification better and
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thus “Taiwan Touch Your Heart” becomes the only slogan in this campaign.
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Global strategies in Europe and America are shown in Table 4.17.

Overall Marketing
Strategy

Global: Island of tourism with diversified charms
Regional Charm: Modernity, ecology, and cultures
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Slogan
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Brand Positioning
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Table 4.17 Global and Regional Strategies in Europe and America
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Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism resources to build the
image of “island of tourism”

1. Advertising
Advertising here follows only the global strategy. Most brochures, guidebooks,
and keyword advertising are standardized as in other two regions to introduce
Taiwan’s diversified tourism resources. The media buying of TV commercials and
print ads in this region is mainly on international mainstream media such as CNN,
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BBC, Time Magazine or Newsweek (Ying-Hui, Chen, interview, 2009/6/19). For
instance, two TV commercials with focus on Taiwan’s scenery, ecology, and cultures
are broadcasted on CNN and BBC (Ying-Hui, Cheng, interview, 2009/6/19). However,
unlike in Northeast and Southeast Asia, the two TV commercials are not especially
made for “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” but are borrowed from the past in 2005 and
2006. In response to this difference, Ying-Hui, Cheng (interview, 2009/6/19) replied
that the image of Taiwan should derive from the past so that using the same TV
commercial is appropriate. On the other hand, it is also possible that the absence of
spokesperson makes the past TV commercials reusable with no need to produce a new
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one featuring the new spokespersons as in the other two
大regions. However, whether
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there exist the problem of lacking of innovation and creativity should be monitored
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afterwards.
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like Forbes and Monocle. What’s more, the creative way of using illustrations to show
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different aspects of Taiwan on Monocle magazine has raised many people’s attention
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(see example in Table 4.18; for more images please see Appendix 1) and also attracts
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media coverage, which praises “This
to arouse the curiosity of elites in
h ad
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America and Europe (Common Wealth, 2008/5).”
Besides, a regional campaign in UK—Surprise Taiwan—is launched in July,
2008 to February, 2009 to promote “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” since UK is the
major source country of tourists in Taiwan ( Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2009). The
ads, which feature the image of “Eight Generals” in Taiwanese folklore along with the
copy emphasizing the diversity and variety of Taiwan, appear in the subway as well as
on the cabs racing around the road.
Table 4.18 shows the cases of advertising in Europe and America. For detailed
images, please see Appendix 1.
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Table 4.18 Advertising in Europe and America
Advertising
Strategy

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism resources to build the image
of “island of tourism”
America

Europe

TV
commercials

“Taiwan with infinite variety”
“Flying Taiwan”

Same

Print Ads

1. “I Land Paradise” : Stopover
in Taiwan for just US$79

1. “I Land Paradise”: Natural Beauty,
Shopping, Design Culture, Food
(Monocle)
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Same

1. The above advertising is also
available on the website of
Tourism Bureau
2. Keyword advertising on
Google

Only keyword advertising on Google

Ch
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Maps
Guidebooks for cities and food
Brochures for theme tours and
other topics like art & culture, tea,
handicrafts, festivals, religion,
especially for women
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Online
Advertising
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2. “Surprise Taiwan” (UK only)
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DM &
Brochures

2. Tour Taiwan Years (Forbes &
National Geographic)
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※ Strategic alliances with
Giant—distributing brochures for
cycling (England, Germany,
France, Netherlands)

engchi

Source: Taiwan Tourism Bureau http://taiwan.net.tw/; Executive Information System
of Tourism Bureau http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/indexc.asp

In addition, the promotional materials for this region are mainly written in
English, with only a few in different language versions. For instance, bicycling riding
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tour is a key promotion for European people. Thus, Tourism Bureau cooperates with
Giant, the well-known bicycle producer from Taiwan, and provides the brochures in
different language versions introducing cycling in Taiwan, which are available in the
Giant stores in England, Germany, France, and Netherland (Monthly Report on
Tourism, 2008/10).

2. PR
Although the PR activities in Europe and America include travel fairs and also
large events as in the other two regions, the travel fairs here are mainly for
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communicating with local travel agencies, not with the大
end consumers. Thus, below
立
only large PR events are discussed.
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Following global strategy, PR activities in this region, as listed in Table 4.19, are
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mainly standardized as in the other two regions, with only a few local events. These
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regional activities are held to strengthen people’s image toward Taiwan, such as
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“Taiwan Day” in L.A. Angels Stadium and “Mets Night” in Shea Stadium in New
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York during the baseball season (Epochtimes, 2008/8/10; 2008/9/25), and also
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“Taiwan Cuisine Festival” in Paris h
(Ying-Hui, Chen, interview,
2009/6/19). During
engchi U
these events, information about touring in Taiwan is provided and also Taiwanese
cultural performances are given to let more people aware of Taiwan. Ying-Hui, Cheng,
(Interview, 2009/6/19) also mentioned that many French, through this festival, wonder
that Taiwan has such exquisite Chinese cuisine they haven’t noticed before and thus
have more understanding toward this place. Actually, this is similar to the idea behind
“Taiwan Night Market Fair” in Hong Kong.
In addition to the large PR events, another PR practice in this region is to invite
the international mainstream media to Taiwan for a free tour and they would produce
programs or publications on Taiwan after they are back (Li-Hsing, Lai, 2009/6/9). For
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example, “Fantastic Festival of the World” on Discovery and “Megacities: Taipei” &
“The Emperor’s Treasure” on National Geographic are TV programs introducing
Taiwan’s modern city and traditional cultures (Li-Hsing, Lai, interview, 2009/6/9),
which are the focus for image building as mentioned earlier. Monocle Magazine is
also invited to shoot four short films placed on its website10.
Besides, media specialized in certain interests such as “Birdseekers,” “Sunrise
Birding,” and “Birding World” are also invited to Taiwan for coverage to attract
people with special interest. As suggested by Ying-Hui, Cheng:
We will emphasize some theme tour depends on what the local people like. For
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instance, we will promote cycling tour in Europe大
but not in Southeast Asia
立
because Europeans pursue nature, environmentalism, and leisure activities. We
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will start from what interest them such as footpath-walking tour or
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bird-watching tour. Although these only appeal to minor market, they are easy
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for the western people to accept (Ying-Hui, Cheng, interview, 2009/06/19).
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Although Tourism Bureau doesn’t interfere how Taiwan is depicted in these
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programs or reports, how these media
Taiwan is shaped by Tourism Bureau
h eview
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since the tour is well-arranged based on the key attractions for this region (Ying-Hui,
Cheng, interview, 2009/6/19). However, whether there exist the issues of image
inconsistency should be monitored afterword.
Table 4.19 shows the summary of PR activities in America and Europe. For
details, please see Appendix 2.

10

Website of Monocle http://www.monocle.com/webprogrammes/Touring-Taiwan/
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Table 4.19 PR in Europe and America
Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism resources to build the
image of “island of tourism” through global PR events
America

Europe

1. “Taiwan Day” in L.A.
Local
Angels Stadium (2008/8)
Promotions
2. “Mets Night” in Shea
Stadium in New York
(2008/9)
1. TV show—“Fantastic
Festival of the World”
(Discovery)
2. TV show—“Megacities:
Taipei” & “The Emperor’s
Treasure” (National
Geographic)
3. In-depth reports: “National
Geographic Traveler,” “San
Francisco Chronicle,”
“National Public Radio”
from America
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2008/08 Taiwan Culinary Exhibition
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2008/10 Taiwan Hot Spring & Fine Cuisine Carnival
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Global PR
Activities
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1. Four online short films
introducing Taiwan (on
Monocle website)
2. In-depth reports by specialty
media: “Birdseekers,” “Sunrise
Birding,” “Limosa Holidays,”
and “Birding World” from
Europe

y

Invited
Media
Tour

“Taiwan Cuisine Festival” in Paris
(2009/3)
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PR
Strategy
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2009/06 The Best Trip in the World: Taiwan Explorers Wanted
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2009/08 Come and Taste Taiwan’s Unique Outdoor Banquet Delights
2008/08 Taiwan Culinary Exhibition
2009/09 Cycling in Taiwan
Source: Monthly Report on Tourism by Tourism Bureau, 2008; 2009; Bimonthly
Magazine of Taiwan’s Tourism by Taiwan Visitors Association, 2008; 2009
Note: Since global PR activities are standardized, they are combined into one Table.

3. Sales Promotions
The sales promotions, following the global strategy, are standardized as in
Northeast and Southeast Asia, including 1) Quarterly Giveaway, 2) Gifts for Millionth
Visitors; and 3) Free Half-day Tours for Transit Passengers. However, regional sales
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promotions like “US$79 Stopover in Taiwan” and “One-Dollar/Euro Super-Value
Taiwan Stopover” are also offered.
Actually, the sales promotions are standardized all over the world as stated in
“Tour Taiwan Years,” but for Europe and America we have other programs like
the recent “One-Dollar/Euro Super-Value Taiwan Stopover,” which allows people
to stay in Taiwan for one night only for one dollar. We have many transit
passengers from Europe and America to Southeast Asia or Australia through
Taiwan, and we can attract them here for two days, during which they would eat,
transport, and maybe go shopping. These would produce economic profits

治
政
(Ying-Hui, Cheng, Interview, 2009/6/19).
大
立
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Although these two promotions are mainly for Europe and America, the concept
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behind still follows the global strategy—to stimulate international visitors to come
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Table 4.20 Sales Promotions in Europe and America
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and experience the beauty of Taiwan.
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Sales
Promotions
Strategy

Global: To stimulate people to tour Taiwan by providing incentives
which also help visitors explore Taiwan further

Incentives

Global
1. Quarterly Giveaway
2. Gifts for Millionth Visitors
3. Free Half-day Tours for Transit Passengers

engchi

Regional
4. US$79 Stopover in Taiwan
5. One-Dollar/Euro Super-Value Taiwan Stopover

4. Direct Marketing
The strategy of direct marketing, as the other two regions, is to provide an
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interactive channel between consumers and Tourism Bureau for exchanging travel
information in Taiwan. The website of Tourism Bureau is the main platform for
exchanging information. There are mainly four websites for this region, including the
English version of Tourism Bureau, one English website specifically set up for North
America, and the other two, with the same structure and design, are in French and
German, respectively.
Although these websites are different in designs and layout, the function like
“Contact Us” for exchanging information are available among all. However,
compared to the English versions, French and German versions are lack of variety and
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multimedia functions such as CF/ advertising display or
大downloading. The external
立
links to the other promotions of the campaign are also scarce. Although adapting to
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the local language is more user-friendly as pointed out by Li-Hsing, Lai (interview,
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and French versions to arouse people’s interest and curiosity.
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2009/6/9), there needs to be more variety and interactivity of the website in German
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Table 4.21 Direct Marketing in Europe and America
Global: To provide an interactive channel between consumers and
Direct
Marketing Tourism Bureau for exchanging travel information of Taiwan
Strategy
Website

1. “Contact Us”
2. “Interactive Area” for downloading brochures and guidebooks (not in
German and French versions)

政 治 大

立
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English version for North America
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English http://eng.taiwan.net.tw/

http://www.go2taiwan.net/
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French http://www.taiwantourisme.com/
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German version http://www.taiwantourismus.de/

Summary and Analysis
The strategies of all marketing communication tools in Europe and America are
summarized in Table 4.22, showing the vertical and horizontal integration:
RQ1-a: How well does each country integrate the marketing communication
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tools (i.e., vertical integration)?

Table 4.22 Marketing Communication Strategies across disciplines in Europe and
America
Marketing
Communication
Disciplines

Marketing Communication Strategies
America

Europe

Advertising

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism

Same

resources to build the image of “island of tourism”
Slogan: Taiwan Touch Your Heart
Public Relations

政 治 大

Global: To stimulate people’s willingness to tour
Taiwan by providing incentives which also help
visitors experience Taiwan further

Same

Global: To provide an interactive channel between

Same

‧ 國

‧

Direct
Marketing

立

Same
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Sales
Promotions

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s diversified tourism
resources to build the image of “island of tourism”
through PR events and invited media tour
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consumers and Tourism Bureau for exchanging
travel information of Taiwan
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tourism.” Taiwan’s diversified tourism
h eresources,
i U focusing on its modernity,
n g c hmainly
n

In America, only global strategy is employed to build the image of “island of

ecology, and cultures in this region, are introduced through all marketing disciplines.
In two TV commercials derived from the past, the image of Taiwan is consistent by
showing the beautiful scenery, famous scenic spots and cultural activities in Taiwan
with the slogan already familiar to the local people—“Taiwan Touch Your Heart.” In
terms of PR, another frequent practice, in addition to holding global PR events as in
the other two regions, is invite international media to Taiwan for a free tour and then
programs or in-depth reports on Taiwan would be produced in return, such as
“Fantastic Festival of the World” on Discovery, for instance. Sales promotions and
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direct marketing are also employed to stimulate more people to visit Taiwan by
providing incentives or traveling information. Thus, in general the strategies across all
marketing disciplines are coordinated, but the connection in between is not as strong
as in the other two regions where the endorsement of spokespersons complement the
global strategy and give people synergic and clear identification of this campaign.
Comparatively speaking, lack of a creative and outstanding technique to attract
people’s attention on Taiwan makes the vertical integration in America in a medium
level.
Though the executions in Europe are not exactly the same as in America (e.g.,
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local PR events like “Surprise Taiwan” in UK only or reports
大 by different media), the
立
strategies of all marketing tools are standardized. However, the level of vertical
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integration between direct marketing and other marketing tools in Europe is worse
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than that in America. As mentioned earlier, the travel information and multimedia
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function of the website of Tourism Bureau in French and German versions are scare
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and lack of interactivity, though “contact us” as an interactive channel for exchanging
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ideas is provided as well. Therefore, the vertical integration, especially between direct
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marketing and other marketing tools,
needs to be strengthened.
he
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RQ 1-b: How well do the countries within and across region(s) integrate the
marketing communication tools (i.e., horizontal integration)?
In advertising, the CF and most brochures, guidebooks are standardized across
Europe and America, with some different ads for each such as ads on Monocle for the
former while ads on Forbes for the latter. However, the strategies behind the ads are
all aim to promote Taiwan as an island of tourism. The situation in PR is similar to
that in advertising. Based on the same strategy, most PR practices are standardized
across Europe and America but with different presentations such as in-depth reports
by media in each region. Sales promotions are standardized in either strategy or
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execution. For direct marketing, the websites of Tourism Bureau in different language
versions are all equipped with the function for exchanging information between
Tourism Bureau and the local consumers. Therefore, the horizontal integration is high.
Since the level of vertical integration is medium along with high horizontal
integration, the strategy in this region is somewhere between globally integrated
strategy to globally but non-integrated strategy as shown in Figure 4.9.
Horizontal coordination
High
Low

Globally
non-integrated

AD

＝ S
∥
治 S ＝ S∥
∥大 ∥
＝ S
S
∥
∥
S
＝ S
PR

PR

SP

SP

DM

DM

Vertical: moderately coordinated
Horizontal: coordinated, but
SP >AD = PR > DM

Multi-domestic
non- integrated

‧

‧ 國

立

Europe

SAD

n
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Figure 4.9 GIMC Strategy used in Europe and America
Source: Adapted from Grein and Gould (1996)
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Within each of the three target regions, the strategies are all close to “globally
integrated strategy,” but with different level of coordination. The level of integration
is the highest in Southeast Asia, followed by Southeast Asia, and then Europe and
America. Southeast Asia, with both global and regional strategies implementing
through all marketing disciplines, has the highest level of integration either vertically
or horizontally. In Northeast Asia where celebrity endorsement is also used but only in
advertising and PR, the vertical integration can be strengthened better based on the
example of Southeast Asia. In Europe and America, the vertical integration, especially
between direct marketing and other marketing tools, can also be improved. What is in
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common in the three regions is that the horizontal integration is pretty high within
each region.

4.6 GIMC Strategy: Across Regions
4.6.1 Horizontal Integration across Regions
The horizontal integration across countries is what makes GIMC different from
IMC (Grein and Gould, 1996). GIMC emphasizes horizontal integration, which
concerns coordination of marketing communication tools across countries (Grein and
Gould, 1996). We have already discussed the horizontal integration across countries
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within each region and in this section the horizontal integration
大 across “regions” will
立
be further examined:
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RQ 1-b: How well do the countries within and across region(s) integrate the
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marketing communication tools (i.e., horizontal integration)?
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The strategies of all marketing communication tools across the three target
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regions are shown in Table 4.23.
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First of all, in terms of advertising practice, some parts are standardized
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worldwide such as the same brochures,
and keyword advertising while
h eguidebooks,
ngchi U
some are adapted like regional TV commercials or posters. However, the strategies
behind these advertising, either global or regional, are all trying to build the image of
Taiwan as an island of tourism with diversified charms. This is similar to a glocal
strategy, which reflects the aspirations of a global strategy approach while the
necessity for local adaptations and tailoring of business activities is simultaneously
admitted (Svensson, 2001). In fact, this also corresponds to GIMC concept in which
the contingency approach recognizes the importance of coordinating worldwide
communications across countries, but the level of the integration depends on the
conditions (Grein and Gould, 1996). Thus, based on the literatures as well as the
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criterion of the study (i.e. message strategy), the advertising strategies across regions
(i.e. horizontal integration) are well integrated.
The use of PR worldwide is similar to that in advertising, which means that some
parts are standardized as global events “Taiwan Culinary Exhibition” or “The Best
Trip in the World: Taiwan Explores Wanted” while some parts are adapted such as
regional events “Fahrenheit as one-day tour guide” for Northeast Asia, “Love 101” for
Southeast Asia, or the media invited report for Europe and America. Such glocal
strategy, though with different executions across regions, aims to build the image of
Taiwan and create synergy through non-standardized but integrated communications

治
政
(Wind, 1986). Thus, the PR strategies, with the same image
大 building, across regions
立
are well integrated.
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Sales promotions are the most standardized among all marketing disciplines
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across all regions not only in strategy buy also in execution. In addition to the three
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main incentives for international visitors in each region, two more incentives are
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provided especially for Europe and America, which are “US$79 Stopover in Taiwan”
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in 2008 and “One-Dollar/Euro Super-Value Taiwan Stopover” in 2009. However, both
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are trying to stimulate more peopleh
to visit Taiwan as U
e n g c h i the three incentives. Thus, the
sales promotions are well integrated across all regions.
In terms of direct marketing, glocal strategy is also used in all regions—the

website of Tourism Bureau serves as the interactive channel between consumers and
Tourism Bureau for exchanging travel information of Taiwan but allows different
presentations and setting of regional websites. Although the layout and design of the
website in different language versions differ, the function of contacting Tourism
Bureau directly are available in all regions. However, the travel information
displaying or downloading are not provided on European websites. Generally
speaking, the horizontal integration of direct marketing is high except for the
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European market where the interactivity of the regional website as a direct
communication tool with consumers should be improved.
Table 4.23 Marketing Communication Strategies across Three Regions
Marketing
Communicati

Marketing Communication Strategies
Northeast Asia

Southeast Asia

Europe & America

on Disciplines
Advertising

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s

diversified tourism resources

diversified tourism resources to

diversified tourism resources

to build the image of “island

build the image of “island of

to build the image of “island

of tourism”

tourism”

of tourism”

Regional: Celebrity

Regional: Celebrity

Slogan: Taiwan Touch Your

endorsement
治 2 Taiwan
政
Slogan: Wish to See You in
Slogan: Welcome 大
Taiwan
立
endorsement

Heart

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s

Global: Introduce Taiwan’s

Relations

diversified tourism resources

diversified tourism resources to

diversified tourism resources

to build the image of “island

build the image of “island of

to build the image of “island

of tourism” through travel

tourism” through travel fairs

of tourism” through PR events

fairs and global PR events

and global PR events

and invited media tour
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Public

Regional: promote Taiwan as a

a tourism destination with

tourism destination with
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diversified charms by celebrity
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Promotions

willingness to tour Taiwan by
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i people’s
eGlobal:
n g cTohstimulate

Global: To stimulate people’s

willingness to tour Taiwan by

willingness to tour Taiwan by

providing incentives which

providing incentives which also

providing incentives which

also help visitors experience

help visitors experience Taiwan

also help visitors experience

Taiwan further

further

Taiwan further

Regional: Celebrity
endorsement
Direct

Global: To provide an

Global: To provide an

Global: To provide an

Marketing

interactive channel between

interactive channel between

interactive channel between

consumers and Tourism

consumers and Tourism Bureau

consumers and Tourism

Bureau for exchanging travel

for exchanging travel

Bureau for exchanging travel

information of Taiwan

information of Taiwan

information of Taiwan

Regional: Celebrity
endorsement
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To sum up, the strategies of all marketing communication tools are coordinated
across regions basically, but the level of horizontal integration is different across
disciplines. Across regions, sales promotions, with the same strategy and executions,
possess the highest level of horizontal integration, followed by advertising and PR,
both present the same image of Taiwan through partial standardization and partial
adaptation in a glocal strategy, and the last one is direct marketing, in which the
coordination between websites in different language versions needs to be strengthened.
However, based on the criterion of the current research—the image and value of
Taiwan, the overall strategy is close to globally integrated in general.
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4.6.2 Level of Standardization across Marketing Disciplines
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The past literatures revealed that different elements in promotion mix involve
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different level of standardization (Moriarty and Duncan, 1991; Birnik and Bowman,
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2007). When reviewing the past literatures, Birnik and Bowman (2007) gave a
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conclusion that advertising, compared to sales promotion, tend to exhibit higher level
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of standardization though the definition of standardization is not clarified. This study
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tries to see whether this propositionhcan be applied to U
e n g c h i the case of “Tour Taiwan Years

2008-2009” and further include PR and direct marketing into examination. Therefore,
research question two asks:
RQ2: Are public relations, sales promotions, and direct marketing more difficult
to standardize worldwide than advertising in the case of Taiwan Tourism Brand?
Actually, this part has been discussed in the previous section in GIMC strategy
both within a region and across regions. Therefore, in this section the summary of
both situations will be made first and the focus will be on the comparison of the
current result and the past literatures.
Based on the definition of standardization inferred from most past literatures (e.g.,
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Duncan and Ramparasad, 1995; Melewar and Vemmervik, 2004), standardization
involves different dimensions, in which the standardization of strategy, rather than
execution, is the most common usage among multinational companies. Therefore,
standardization of strategy, as the criterion for examining the GIMC practice in the
previous section, also serves as the criterion for examining the proposition here.
Based on this definition, it can be clearly seen that in Northeast Asia, each
marketing communication tool is highly standardized not only in strategy but also in
detailed execution across Japan and Korea. Similarly, each marketing communication
tool is also highly standardized across the three target countries within Southeast Asia.
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In Europe and America, the level of standardization is 大
not exactly the same, though
立
the strategies are basically standardized across countries. Sales promotion is the most
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standardized, followed by advertising and PR, and then direct marketing. With
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standardization not only in strategy but also in execution, sales promotions possess
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the highest level of standardization. For advertising and PR, the coordination across
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Europe and America is not as strong as in the other two regions since there is no
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outstanding technique or identification to give western people a more consistent
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image. The direct marketing, as mentioned
also needs to improve its
h e n gearlier,
chi U
connection between the websites in America and Europe.

Across the three regions, sales promotions is the most standardized, followed by
advertising and PR, and then direct marketing. Sales promotions, with the same
strategy and execution, show the highest level of standardization. Advertising and PR
present the same image of Taiwan through partial standardization and partial
adaptation in a glocal strategy. The final one is direct marketing, in which the
coordination between websites, the platform for direct communicating with
consumers, in different language versions needs to be strengthened.
In the case of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” the proposition is not supported,
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either within each region or across region. Two findings are revealed. On one hand,
the result, though not support the proposition, shows strategy is easier to be
standardized than executions as pointed out in the past literatures (Duncan and
Ramparasad, 1995). On the other hand, sales promotions, which used to be considered
as a local practice, become global and even the most standardized among all
marketing disciplines during “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009.”
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5. Summary and Discussion
Though Taiwan has tried to promote itself as an island of tourism internationally
since 2000 and thus included tourism industry as one of the key national
developments, little attention has been paid to the global communications of Taiwan’s
tourism in the academic field. Furthermore, none of them examine the tourism
marketing from the perspective of GIMC. Therefore, this research aims at analyzing
how Taiwan integrates its global communications in the three main target regions
during the campaign— “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009”—from the perspective of
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GIMC. By conducting a case study on Taiwan, this research, on one hand, aims to
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provide suggestions for Taiwan’s future tourism policy, and, on the other hand, help
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contribute to GIMC literatures by exploring its application in tourism marketing.
In this chapter, first, the finding of this case study on “Tour Taiwan Years
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2008-2009” will be summarized. Second, implications for Taiwan’s tourism
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The finding of this study can be summarized into three points.
1. Either within each region or across regions, the strategies Tourism Bureau
employs are close to globally integrated strategy, but with different level of
vertical and horizontal integrations.

a. Within region (Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia, Europe& America)
In either Japan or Korea, the vertical integration is coordinated, especially
between advertising and PR since regional strategy of celebrity endorsement closely
97

connects the two disciplines. Although celebrity endorsement are not used in sales
promotions and direct marketing, the strategies behind are also trying to reflect the
image of Taiwan as tourism island by providing incentives for visitors and also travel
information through the websites of Tourism Bureau. However, the vertical
integration between sales promotions and direct marketing with the others can be
strengthened better, but basically the strategies in each marketing discipline are
integrated together to build the image of Taiwan as an island of tourism within
countries. Furthermore, since the promotions in Japan and Korea are mainly
standardized in strategy as well as execution, the horizontal integration is very high.
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Therefore, in Northeast Asia, the strategy is close to globally
大 integrated strategy.
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In Southeast Asia, the level of integration is the highest, either horizontally or
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vertically. As in Northeast Asia, celebrity endorsement is used, but the integration
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between the spokespersons and the positioning of Taiwan is better revealed, with
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double spokespersons from different generations to show the multiple aspect of
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Taiwan for different ages. Furthermore, the endorsement by the spokespersons can be
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found in all of the marketing disciplines, which complement each other and
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strengthen the consistency and integrity
of the promotions
here. Thus, the vertical
hen
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integration is high. Since the promotions in Hong Kong, Singapore, and Malaysia are
standardized in both strategy and execution, the horizontal integration is also high.
Therefore, together in Southeast Asia the strategy is globally integrated strategy. The
statistics by Tourism Bureau (2008) seems to prove the success of the strategy in
Southeast Asia, revealing that the growths in all the three countries are positive, with
the highest 32.82% in Hong Kong, 5.17% in Singapore, and 16.49% in Malaysia.
In Europe and America, there is no regional strategy like celebrity endorsement to
connect all marketing disciplines but only the essence of tourism resources of Taiwan
to show the image of diversified island. Thus, in general the strategies across all
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marketing disciplines are coordinated, but the connection in between is not as strong
as in the other two regions where the use of spokespersons complements each other
and gives people synergic and clear identification of this campaign. Comparatively
speaking, lack of a creative and outstanding technique to attract people’s attention on
Taiwan makes the vertical integration in America in a medium level. The vertical
integration in Europe is even worse than in America since the website for directly
communicating with local people are not well managed and integrated with the
website for America.
In terms of horizontal integration in Europe and America, different levels of
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integration are found from discipline to discipline: sales
大promotion is the highest,
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followed by advertising and PR, and then direct marketing. However, basically the
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marketing strategies behind these tools are coordinated across countries. Therefore,
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with medium level of vertical integration and high level of horizontal integration, the
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strategy is this region is somewhere between globally integrated strategy and globally
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non-integrated strategy.
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In summary, within each of the three target regions, the strategies are all close to
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“globally integrated strategy,” which
trying to present
Taiwan as an island of
h eis n
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tourism with diversified charms, but the level of coordination differs. The holistic
integration is the highest in Southeast Asia, followed by Northeast Asia, and then
Europe and America as shown in Figure 5.1. It can also be clearly seen that Tourism
Bureau recognizes the importance of standardizing worldwide communications to
certain degrees but also allows room for adaptations. This exactly corresponds to the
contingency approach of GIMC based on which a campaign can be elastic enough to
be modified with respect to the characteristics of target markets while still applying
the same generally themes (Grein and Gould, 1996), which is “an island of tourism
with diversities” in the case of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009.”
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Vertical coordination

High

Horizontal coordination
High
Low
Globally
Multi-domestic
integrated
integrated
_______________________
Globally
non-integrated

Multi-domestic
non- integrated

Low
Figure 5.1 GIMC Strategy used in Europe and America
Source: Adapted from Grein and Gould (1996)
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Note: From top to the bottom: Southeast Asia, Northeast Asia, Europe and America
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b. Across regions

The strategies of all marketing communication tools are coordinated across
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regions basically, but the level of horizontal integration is different across disciplines.
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island of tourism by introducing diversified tourism resources though different

Ch
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creative ways and media. Thus, based on the criterion of this research, the advertising
across the three regions (i.e. horizontal integration) are well integrated.
In terms of public relations, similar to advertising, some are standardized while
some are adapted. Although with different regional PR events such as “Fahrenheit as
one-day tour guide” for Northeast Asia, “Love 101” for Southeast Asia, or the media
invited report for Europe and America, the strategies behind are all trying to introduce
Taiwan’s different tourism resources for image building. Therefore, the uses of PR
across the three regions are also well integrated.
Sales promotions are the most standardized across three regions, with three
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identical incentives for all and two more incentives especially for Europe and America
due to the numerous transit passengers from this region, but the purposes behind all
these incentives are the same—to attract international visitors with Taiwan’s
diversified features and activities in tourism. Thus, the sales promotions across
regions are highly integrated.
In terms of direct marketing, the website of Tourism Bureau serves as the
interactive channel between consumers and Tourism Bureau for exchanging travel
information of Taiwan but allows different presentations and setting of regional
websites. Although the layout and design of the website in different language versions
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differ, the function of contacting Tourism Bureau directly
大are available in all regions.
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However, the travel information displaying or downloading are not provided on
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European websites. Generally speaking, the horizontal integration of direct marketing
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is high except for the European market where the interactivity of the regional website
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as a direct communication tool with consumers should be improved.
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The result of horizontal integration across regions during this campaign supports
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the GIMC concept that coordination communications across countries is crucial, but
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the level and nature of coordinationhacross promotionU
e n g c h i discipline as well as countries

vary from case to case (Grien and Gould, 1996). The overall results within region or
across regions also suggest that Tourism Bureau is moving toward the right direction
for globally integrated strategy, which is pointed out by Grein and Gould as the trend
for global business in the future (1996).

2. The proposition, which suggests that public relation, sales promotion, and
direct marketing are more difficult to standardize compared to advertising, is
not supported in the case of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009.”
As discussed in the previous section of horizontal integration within region and
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across region, the proposition is not supported in either case. Based on the definition
of standardization of strategy used in this study, within Northeast Asia and Southeast
Asia, each marketing communication tool is highly standardized not only in strategy
but also in detailed execution across countries. In Europe and America, the level of
standardization varies from discipline to discipline, with sales promotions the most
standardized, followed by advertising and PR, and then direct marketing. However,
the strategies behind are basically standardized across countries.
Across the three regions, the situation is similar to that in Europe and America. In
general, sales promotions is the most standardized, followed by advertising and PR,
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and then direct marketing. Sales promotions, with the same
大 strategy and execution,
立
show the highest level of standardization.
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Why can sales promotion, which used to be considered as a more local practice,
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becomes the most standardized one in this case? Taking a closer look at the sales
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promotions in this campaign, we can see that these incentives, including “Quarterly
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Giveaways,” “Gifts for Millionth Visitors” and “Free Half-day Tours,” all apply to
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every international visitor no matter they are female audiences in Northeast Asia,
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general public in Southeast Asia, orhbusinessmen and U
e n g c h i Chinese immigrants in Europe
and America. This study suggests that it is this universality or generality make these
incentives applicable worldwide. In addition to this universality, the flexibility for
visitors to choose sales promotions like which gifts to take in “Quarterly Giveaways”
or what routes to visit in “Free Half-day Tour” also strengths the attraction and
applicability of these sales promotions. As pointed out by Li-Hisng, Lai:
Actually the coupons for theme parks (i.e. 2nd Quarterly gift) are not for all
markets. They are mainly for Southeast Asia because they like our theme parks.
Other visitors are not necessarily family groups but those from Southeast Asia are,
and thus they like this (coupons for theme parks) very much……in fact, people
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can select between the 1st and 2nd Quarterly Giveaways. If you don’t want
coupons for theme parks, you can choose MRT pass instead (interview,
2009/6/9).
Besides, it may also relate to the different roles advertising and sales promotion
play in destination marketing. Compared to advertising, which are mainly used for
arousing people’s attention and building the destination image, sales promotions act
more like to urge people to take immediate reactions when the destination is already
attractive to them. As inferred from the past literatures, destination image is a key
element in deciding a tourism destination for consumers (e.g., Baker and Cameron,
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2007), and thus should be managed carefully based on大
the characteristics of the
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markets. Therefore, the different objectives of advertising and sales promotions may
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explain why in this case the advertising is adjusted to regional markets to promote
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universal.
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Taiwan’s image toward various target audiences while keeping the sales promotions
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Furthermore, these incentives not only encourage prospect visitors to tour Taiwan
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but also reflect the values and features of Taiwan, such as the free coupons for taking
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hot spring, specialty snacks, or MRT
This just corresponds to what Hall and
h pass,
e n etc.
gchi U
Bantick (1987) pointed out that “global sales promotion should be kept simple and
follow from the values established for the brand in its advertising, image, and
packaging (Grein and Gould, 1996, p. 151).” In this way, the simple, creative strategy
to show Taiwan’s features behind these incentives is shared in all markets and thus
makes sales promotion the most standardized instead of advertising. This also
supports the idea that sales promotion is not necessarily a local activity but can
become a global activity as proposed by Kashain and Quelch (1990).

3. The application of GIMC to tourism marketing in this case suggests that
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strategy should be the guiding principle for integration; and the classification
of GIMC strategy should be adjusted and made based on a continuum
approach.
The goal of applying GIMC to real practice is to find out how a global firm
manages its international communications so that improvements can be made to
achieve higher synergy as well as better integration through the coordination across
countries. Since Grein and Gould (1996) proposed that global integrated strategy
does not necessarily imply a standardized strategy but can also be achieved through
an adapted one, “strategy” seems to be a more applicable and sensible criterion for
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政
examining whether integration is accomplished, though大
they didn’t specify this clearly.
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That is to say, as long as the strategies of the global promotions are coordinated, they
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can be viewed as integrated strategies even the executions differ. Thus, “strategic
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consistency” is considered as the criterion for examining integration in this study.
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After conducting such analysis on Taiwan’s case, the current study found the criterion
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suitable and “strategy” indeed should be viewed as the key element for integration.
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For example, though there are different advertising or PR events in the three regions,
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the strategies behind these promotional
are all trying to convey the same idea,
h etools
ngchi U

that is, Taiwan is a diversified tourism island. In this regard, the global promotions of
Taiwan are basically integrated.
However, what has been found in this research different from the GIMC typology
proposed by Grein and Gould (1996) is that their classification (i.e. globally
integrated strategy, globally but non-integrated strategy, multidomestic integrated
strategy, and multidomestic but non-integrated strategy) should allow room for
flexibility, which means that the GIMC strategy may move across a continuum among
the four types rather than necessarily a unitary one. Like the case of “Tour Taiwan
Years 2008-2009,” only the promotions in Southeast Asia could be seen as a globally
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integrated strategy while the other two regions both fall somewhere between globally
integrated strategy and globally but non-integrated strategy. As pointed out by Grein
and Gould (1996), the internal and external factors that influence the levels of
integration either horizontally or vertically are many. Some of the marketing
communication tools may possess higher level of integration than the others, and the
situation is even more complicated since the use of marketing tools differs from
country to country. Different combinations of vertical and horizontal integrations
cause the complexity and difficulty to categorize a campaign into a unitary, pure
GIMC strategy.
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Besides, classifying a global campaign into one of大
the four types sometimes may
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disregard the real situation of the integration of the whole campaign. For instance, if a
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global campaign is categorized as globally but non-integrated strategy, it seems that
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the integration work within countries are bad but maybe the non-integration part is
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just too miner to spoil the whole good part. The levels of integration across marketing
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disciplines or across countries may not be well revealed with such a fixed
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categorization. Therefore, considering the complexity of the global context as well as
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for better demonstration of the integration,
research, based on the
h e n gtheccurrent
hi U

examination of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” suggests that any GIMC strategy
may fall everywhere among the four types like moving across a continuum instead of
the original four-type-only model. Actually, this classification, though not accurately,
shows better the contingent spirit of GIMC.
Though this classification is not 100% accurate, still it provides valuable thoughts
for marketers. By planning a campaign based on the GIMC framework, marketers can
attain the advantages of standardizing worldwide communications such as economies
of scale, economies of scope, and sharing of creative ideas or information, etc (Grein
and Gould, 1996). On the other hand, it also helps marketers to evaluate whether there
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exists inadequate or insufficient integration across marketing disciplines as well as
across countries so that the future suggestions for better integration can be draw.

5.2 Managerial Implications
After analyzing the global promotions of Taiwan’s tourism, the current research
provides three implications for Tourism Bureau.
1. The regional strategy in Northeast Asia can be applied to all marketing
disciplines but also should beware not to lose all focus on spokespersons.
As Hsi-Chi, Chen, the chairman of Department of Tourism at Shih Hsin
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University pointed out, celebrity endorsement is indeed大
a good way to attract people
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to visit Taiwan, but, more importantly, it should demonstrate the feature and culture of
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Taiwan because what urge visitors to stay, enjoy the trip, and further recommend
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Taiwan to their friends is the place itself (Central News Agency, 2007/6/26). The news
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report also suggests that the practice in Southeast Asia is a good example of
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combining celebrity endorsement and the image and value of Taiwan. Therefore, if the
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characteristics of the spokespersons and the theme of the campaign can be integrated
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better in Northeast Asia, people canhrelate the two easily
e n g c h i U and the effect will be much
stronger. On the other hand, the regional strategy can be extended from its current
practice on advertising and PR to the other marketing tools—sales promotion and
direct marketing. In this way, synergy as well as the consistent image can be created
through all marketing disciplines as the example in Southeast Asia.

2. In Europe and America, innovative marketing programs are urged to attract
people’s attention as well as to manifest the uniqueness of Taiwan instead of
using the past promotions.
During this campaign, the two CF are borrowed from the past, which may not
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effectively arouse people’s attention and curiosity, though the whole image is
consistent. However, the image can be continued with different presentations or forms
as long as the positioning is maintained. The ad on Monocle serves as a good example
for such innovative marketing. In fact, innovative marketing is important especially
for such a huge region like Europe and America where arousing people’s attention and
notice on a faraway island as Taiwan is not easy by traditional media, let along the
ones derived from the past. Thus, the current study suggests that more creative
promotions like the recent event “The Best Trip in the World” should be designed to
draw the world’s eyes on Taiwan.
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3. Tourism Bureau should strength the integration of the platform of direct
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marketing—websites of Tourism Bureau in different language versions.
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According to “2008 Annual Survey Report on Visitors Expenditure and Trends in
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Taiwan,” Internet, with 76% of usage, is the most common source for attaining the
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commercials or information about Taiwan, followed by newspaper/magazine (75%),
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and TV/radio (71%), showing the significance of the website of Tourism Bureau. In
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addition, since the websites of Tourism
serve as the only tool for direct
h eBureau
ngchi U
marketing, the management and integration of the websites are crucial.

Among the three regions, only the website for Southeast Asia, which integrates
well the concept of diversity of Taiwan with regional strategy of celebrity
endorsement, serves a good example for helping strength the whole image and
complement the other marketing tools. Both the websites in other two regions,
especially the European versions, should learn from the example in Southeast Asia so
that more consistent, holistic, and synergetic effects can be achieved.
The current study suggests that the websites in Japanese and Korean versions can
strength its connection with regional strategy (i.e. vertical integration) as mentioned
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earlier while the websites for Europe and America should have more connection to
give the western people a more consistent image. Besides, the European websites
should contain more interactivity such as download section or online games to reveal
more information for the local people while they surf the websites.
However, the most urgent and important thing Tourism Bureau needs to improve
is the internal integration of all online resources such as the translation problem.
According to the news report (China Times, 2009/7/4), the English spelling of the
name of scenic spot in the main website of Tourism Bureau are found inconsistent
with those on the local website accessed through external links. For instance, “Yehliu”

治
政
in the main website becomes “Yeliou” in the local website,
大 which causes confusions
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for international visitors. In fact, the inconsistency of English translation happens not
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only on the websites but also in the real life. The TV news (TTV, 2009/6/17) has
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reported that the famous national scenic area “Siraya” is translated as “West Pulling
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Elegant” in some places. This is not only confusing but also ironic for so-called
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“friendly traveling destination.” Besides, another serious problem pointed out by the
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news report is that the website of Tourism Bureau is suspected to contain virus.
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Although the virus has been found h
an error caused byU
e n g c h i technical problems, the warning
of the virus detection still scares away some Internet users.
Ying-Hui, Cheng (Interview, 2009/6/19) recognized the importance of Internet
marketing and emphasized that the websites are an important contact points for people,
especially the younger generation. In fact, to promote tourism, Taiwan Tourism
Bureau has spent 15 million NT dollars buying the keyword advertising on Google
around 13 countries in 2009 (China Times, 2009/6/11). The decision helps expose
Taiwan to the world and is supposed to be a good start. However, before attracting
people’s eyes on Taiwan, Tourism Bureau needs to deal with the inconsistency
problem of translation and also integrate the internal resources of the websites first
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than talking about how to leave a good impression on them.

5.3 Limitations and Suggestions
5.3.1 Research Limitations
The major limitation in this study is the difficulty to attain all the promotional
materials from other countries for analysis. Since the researcher is in Taiwan, all the
materials are collected from Tourism Bureau (either through the official publications
or the interviews), media reports, or the Internet. If all promotional materials abroad
can be gathered, the result of the analysis is expected to be more comprehensive and
convincing.

5.3.2 Suggestions for Future Research
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Since the current research only focuses on the three main target regions of
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Taiwan’s tourism from the perspective of GIMC, the future research can extend the
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research scope to include more regions for a comprehensive picture of Taiwan’s
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tourism. Besides, more discussion on the application of GIMC to real practice is
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needed to enrich the literatures so that
comprehensive GIMC model can be
h ea nmore
gchi U
developed.
For the first suggestion, the future research can include regions like China, other
countries in Southeast Asia (e.g. Thailand, India, Indonesia, etc), or New Zealand and
Australia to make the practice of GIMC more complete. Furthermore, among these
countries, China is an emerging market with huge potential for to Taiwan’s tourism
market since 2008 when Taiwan began to open its door for tourists from China.
Therefore, analyzing China market is significant, or may say necessary, for making
the future tourism policy of Taiwan.
On the other hand, since GIMC is a much newer concept, more researches are
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needed to examine its theoretical foundation as well as its applicability on different
industries so that a more comprehensive GIMC model can be developed. This is
especially important in the era of globalization when global business and campaigns
take place everywhere. The current research, as an initial start, hopes to encourage
more future discussion on GIMC.
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APPENDIX 1. Advertising

Part A: Global ads that are standardized worldwide
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Maps (North, West, South, East)
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Guidebooks for Street Eats

Keyword advertising on Google
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Guidebooks for theme tours (Chinese, Japanese, English are three main basic languages for
all; Korean is also common)

a) Celebrity Tour

b) Health Tour
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e) Hot Spring and Cuisine Tour

Note: Some of the language versions are not available now, but basically all guidebooks are
written in Chinese, Japanese, and English.
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Part B: Regional ads
1. Northeast Asia
CF
F4: available on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=maelT2udOXU
Fahrenheit: available on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bL2VxoJdTFs
Product placement
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Drama: Wish to See You Again

政 治 大
TV show: Fun Taiwan

Drama: On Air (Korea only)
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Printed ads/ Posters
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Brochures and Guidebooks

With images of spokespersons F4 and Fahrenheit
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For Korea only (golf playing and mountain climbing)
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2. Southeast Asia
CF (All by Jolin Tsai & Nien-Chen,Wu)
1. Welcome 2 Taiwan
2. Promotional ads—Quarterly giveaway
3. Summer tours (theme park vs. agricultural farm)
4. Seashore tours (honeymoon photography vs. eastern-coast)
(Available on http://www.welcome2taiwan.net/cht/download.html)
Printed Ads
Spring

Summer
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Outdoor Ads

Subway, Hong Kong
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Subway
Singapore
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Crossover, Malaysia
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Brochures and Guidebooks

Honeymoon Photography Tour

Amusement Park
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Travel Guide

3. Europe and America
CF
1. “Taiwan with infinite variety” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PDHsPtQHHuk
2. “Flying Taiwan” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UUiJ0KpfTwA
Printed Ads
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Stopover in Taiwan
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US$79 Stopover in Taiwan
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Ads on Forbes
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Free Half-Day Tour

Ads on Monocle

Natural
Beauty
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Melting Pot (Food)
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Surprise Taiwan (campaign in UK only)

政 治 大
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Ads on Subway and Taxi, London
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Brochures on certain topics (Arts &Culture, Tea, Religion, Especially for Women, Festival,
Handicrafts) –English only

政 治 大

Brochures about Cycling in Taiwan (with multiple languages in English, German, French,
Dutch)
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Tourism Bureau forms strategic alliance with Giant and distribute the brochures in Europe
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APPENDIX 2. Public Relation (PR)
Part A: Global PR events for all markets
Date

Activity

Content

2008/8

Taiwan Culinary
Exhibition

Promote Taiwan’s cuisine

2008/10
~

Taiwan Hot
Spring & Fine
Cuisine Carnival

Integrate Taiwanese gourmet and all kinds of hot spring
to provide a healthy tour
http://www.taiwanhotspring.net/eng/00_home/00_home.a
sp

2009/6~

The Best Trip in
the World:
Taiwan
Explorers
Wanted

Experienced travelers worldwide are invited to submit
creative itineraries for a trip in Taiwan, share their
personal stories from the tour in audio/visual blog posts,
and let people around the world see this island. The
champion can win 1 million NT. dollars for a one-month
touring in Taiwan.
http://www.taiwanbesttrip.net/?lang=en
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Come and Taste
Taiwan’s
Unique Outdoor
Banquet
Delights

Host a banquet which combines two features of
Taiwan—food and traditional puppet play &Taiwanese
drama
http://www.outdoor-banquets.tw/index.html

2009/8

Taiwan Culinary
Exhibition

2009/9

Cycling in
Taiwan
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Ch
http://www.tcff.com.tw/
engchi U

Promote five bicycle riding paths in Japan, Korea,
Southeast Asia, Europe and America, and 100 people
from each area can come to Taiwan for free
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Part B: Regional PR events (Travel Fairs & PR Activities)
1. Northeast Asia
1.1 Travel Fairs and Local Promotions
Japan
Date

Activities

2008/4/30-5/8

Miyazali, kanazawa promotions & “Tour Expo” in Osaka

2008/6/5-9

YOSAKOI SORAN street promotion

2008/8/1-8

UNEME and SANSA fair & Sendai promotion

2008/9/15-22

JATA in Tokyo & Eastern-Japan promotion

2008/10/10-14

Fokuoka promotion

2009/3/3-3/8

Osaka travel fair & Kyoto & Hiroshima promotions
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Korea

2008/9/3-9

學

2008/6/3-10

Activities
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Date

政 治 大

KOTFA
BITF
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1.2 Regional PR activities (For both Japan & Korea)
Activities

2008/10~
12

Fahrenheit as
spokesperson
conference

2009/2/10
-4/10

Vote for
Taiwanese snacks
(online activity)

Vote for your favorite Taiwanese snacks and win the
ticket to Fahrenheit’s country and other prizes
http://feahrenheit.im.tv/japan/vote/index.asp

2009/2/12

Fahrenheit’s
International Fans
Club meeting

1. Sing the song of Taiwan: Taiwan Touch Your Heart
2. Broadcast the CF (Wish to see you in Taiwan)
3. Introduce Taiwanese food and famous scenic spots

2009/8/14

Fahrenheit as
One-day Tour
Guide

Tourism Bureau designs a four-day package tour for
1000 international visitors and Fahrenheit will be
one-day tour guide for Center of Traditional Arts in
Ilan, the place shown in the CF.

Contents
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Introduce Fahrenheit as the new spokespersons and
promote “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009”
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2. Southeast Asia
2.1 Travel Fairs and Local Promotions
Hong Kong
Date

Activities

2008 /4/11-13

Taiwan Night Market Festival

2008/6/9-16

International Travel Expo, Hong Kong & promotions in Macau

2009/3/20-3/22

Macau promotions

2009/4/17

Invite famous Chef from Hong Kong

Singapore
Date

Activities

2008/2/26-3/3

NATAS (spring)

2008/7/29-8/4

NATAS (fall)

2009/2/27-3/1

NATAS (spring)

政 治 大

Malaysia

立

Activities

2008/3/11-17

MATTA (spring)
MATTA Fair Penang

2008/9/2-8

學

2008/7/1-7
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Date

MATTA (fall)

MATTA (spring)

‧

2009/3/11-3/15

Nat

Contents

2008/3/9

Wedding Plaza
Opening Ceremony

2008/5/7

99 HoHuan
(久久合歡)
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2.2 Regional PR activities (for Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia)
Invite couples from Southeast Asia to have a
honeymoon photography tour

v
ni
C hInvite 99 couples toUhave
honeymoon photography
engchi
tour; Regional spokesperson, Nien-Chen,Wu, also
comes to bless the couples.

2008/6/22

North Coast
Wedding

Promote honeymoon photography tour

2008/11/5
-12/2

Master Traveler
Face-off

Vote for your favorite itinerary proposed by two
spokespersons and win the free ticket to agricultural
farm in Taiwan.

2009/01~

Taiwan Fun
(online)

Play the online quiz (with the image of
spokespersons) and win the prizes

2009/5/22

Love 101

Through online activity to select thirty couples to
propose in Taipei 101. The spokesperson, Jolin, also
participates in the activity.
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3. Europe and America
3.1 Local Promotions
America
Date

Activities

Promotion

2008/8/9

Taiwan Day at Los
Angeles Angels of
Anaheim

1. Promote “Tour Taiwan Years”
2. Provide information about touring in Taiwan
around the stadium

2008/9/24 Mets Night at Mets
Shea Stadium

1. Promote “Tour Taiwan Years”
2. Broadcasting “ Flying Taiwan” CF

Europe
Date

Activities

Promotions

2008/3/10
-19

Taiwan Cuisine
Festival in Paris

Tourism Bureau cooperates with “Printemps” to
launch this activity, during which Chinese cuisine
are introduced and sales promotions like “One Euro
Super-Value Stopover in Taiwan” is also promoted.

2008/7~
2009/2

Surprise Taiwan
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Promote Taiwan as a place full of surprise. The ads
are shown on the subways and cabs racing on the
roads.
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Discovery

Products
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TV show “Fantastic Festival of the World”
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“Megacities:
h e nTaipei”
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National Geographic
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Cooperated Media
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3.2 Invited Media Tour for in-depth report/ programs
America

“The Emperor’s Treasure”

National Geographic
Traveler, San Francisco
Chronicle, National
Public Radio

In-depth reports

Europe
Cooperated Media

Products

Monocle (Website)

“Touring Taiwan”
http://www.monocle.com/webprogrammes/Touring-Taiwan/

Birdseekers, Sunrise
Birding, Limosa
Holidays, Birding
World

In-depth reports
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APPENDIX 3. Website of Tourism Bureau
(Retrieved 2009/7/13 8:20pm)

Welcome page
animation
Taiwan Touch
Your Heart
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With Multiple
languages to
select from
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English Version

Note: Chinese, English, Japanese versions share the same interface.
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Japanese
Version
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Korean
Version
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Japanese version is with the same interface as Chinese and English version while Korean version
is a separated, independent one. Both websites have external links to the page with spokesperson.
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French
version
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version
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External
links

“One Euro Super-Value Stopover”

“The Best Trip in the World”

French and German versions share the same interface and design but with less interactivity
compared to other versions.
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Southeast Asia (with Chinese and English versions)
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The whole design of the website is integrated with the images of two spokespersons and
demonstrates the theme “Welcome 2 Taiwan.”

engchi

The online interactive games, also integrated with the image of spokespersons and the features of
Taiwan, are exclusive for this region.
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English version
for North
America
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With external links to activities that are related to this region
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Interactive multimedia functions are provided (e.g., CF download or other links).
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APPENDIX4. Interview Outline
1. What is the core value of Taiwan tourism brand? What kind of brand image does the brand
try to convey? How is it developed?
2. What is the main message during the campaign “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009” (slogan,
headline, or song)? What are the identification symbols (endorsers, color, or layout)?
3. What is the marketing objective and strategy of “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009?”
Vertical coordination
1. During the campaign “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” how does Tourism Bureau use
advertising? How to coordinate and communicate with the advertising agency? What is the
role of Tourism Bureau playing?
2. During the campaign “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” how does Tourism Bureau use public
relation activity? How to coordinate and communicate with the public relation company?
What is the role of Tourism Bureau playing?
3. During the campaign “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” how does Tourism Bureau use sales
promotions? Who is in charge? What is the role of Tourism Bureau playing?
4. During the campaign “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” how does Tourism Bureau use direct
marketing? Who is in charge? What is the role of Tourism Bureau playing?
5. During the campaign “Tour Taiwan Years 2008-2009,” is there any other marketing
techniques other than advertising, public relations, sales promotions and direct marketing?
Who is in charge? What is the role of Tourism Bureau playing?
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Horizontal coordination
1. Why distinguish three main markets—Japan & Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore & Malaysia,
and Europe & the US?
2. How are the promotions in the three markets coordinated? Any guidelines?
3. How are the marketers in the three markets coordinated and communicate? Any obstacles?
4. Taiwan Tourism Bureau provides websites in different language versions. Some are identical
while some are totally different. Any guidelines?
5. Will this “three marketing strategies for three regions” continue in the future?

Ch
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Others
1. How to evaluate the marketing program (e.g. how to evaluate the image building in addition
to focusing on the numbers of tourists only)?
Is there any database of tourists? If so, how to use it to achieve the marketing objective
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